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Abstract
We address the question of seasonality in the attenuation of Very Low
Frequency (VLF) radiation transiting the ionosphere. To calculate
this transionospheric attenuation we constructed a program we call “Iriatten.” Our
program implements the quasi-longitudinal approximation for the propagation of
radiation put forth by Helliwell [1965], where the k vector of the wave is nearly
aligned with the Earth’s magnetic field. Inputs are electron densities taken from
the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI); Earth’s geomagnetic field comes
from the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF); and neutral particle
densities come from the Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar
(MSISE) code. Calculations are a function of latitude and longitude, year, month,
day, and hour. Expressions for e- and ion–neutral particle collisions, including
electron temperature dependence, come from Banks [1966]. In the
literature Helliwell famously presented a series of atmospheric attenuation curves
for day and night, 2 and 20 kHz, as a function of latitude. Iriatten is used to recalculate Helliwell’s curves as a check against his published answer and then to
assess seasonality. High power VLF transmitters are utilized as a reference
signal and two physical models are used to simulate them. In the Straight Up
model waves are launched ‘straight up’ from the location of the VLF transmitter.
In the Crary model waves are launched from a dipole source and attenuation is
applied for large distances over the Earth’s surface prior to calculating ionospheric
attenuation with Iriatten. Results show a seasonality pattern that is unmistakable.
Using the two models the ionospheric attenuation is calculated for four VLF
transmitters and compared to DEMETER satellite observations. Plots are
presented for electron, ion, and neutral particle densities, electron temperatures,
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and TEC. Results from the Crary vs Straight Up transmitter model more
realistically portray seasonal variations exemplified by DEMETER satellite
data. Crary errors are +/-4.5 dB, with a systematic bias of 8.8 dB. The motivation
for the dissertation topic: understanding the anthropogenic contribution to VLF
radiation observed in orbit. A code is presented that calculates ionospheric
attenuation as a function of day/night, latitude, longitude and frequency.
Parameters are taken from the IRI suite of codes.
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I. Introduction
A. Background Information
Satellite communications go back and forth through the ionosphere. Long
distance radio communications depend upon reflection from the ionosphere.
Properties of the ionosphere vary with time. Nighttime attenuation is less than
daytime attenuation due to less ionization. Wintertime is easier to communicate
than summertime due to less losses when an ion hits a neutral. Winter and summer
are reversed by six months in the hemispheres. We would like to calculate a
seasonality of transmission as verified by Very Low Frequency (VLF). A seasonality
suggests there is a time when there is lower attenuation of communication signals.
Radiation belts of charged particles surround the Earth, separated by a slot
region. It is speculated that powerful VLF transmitters on the Earth may impact the
slot region. Radiation belts cause damage to spacecraft, electronics, and humans in
orbit. Understanding the various processes that impact the radiation belts is
important. If man can control the radiation belts it would be a powerful tool for space
exploration.
The ionosphere is a weakly coupled plasma in the region of the Earth’s upper
atmosphere, shown below in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Layers of the atmosphere.
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The ionosphere is a shell of electrons and electrically charged atoms that
surround the Earth. It is a plasma, so it is electrically neutral. It starts from a height
above 60 km and extends to over 1000 km. At a height above 80 km the
atmosphere is so thin free electrons can only exist for a very short time before they
are captured by a positive ion. Layers of the ionosphere D, E, F1, F2, are shown
below in Figure 2. Names given are for historical reasons.

Figure 2 Various layers of the ionosphere.
The D layer is 60-90 km. Here ionization is due to the Lyman series-alpha. The
ionizing radiation energy is 9.26 eV. Characteristics that distinguish it from other
layers is a high recombination rate, and the fact that it goes away at night. The E
layer is 90–150 km. Ionization is due to soft X-rays and ultraviolet solar radiation
ionization of molecular oxygen O2. This layer can reflect VLF waves. The F layer is
150-500 km. It is the densest point of the ionosphere. Extreme ultraviolet (UV, 10–
100 nm) solar radiation ionizes atomic oxygen O. In the daytime it can split into an F1,
F2 set of layers. F2 is responsible for most reflection of HF (3-30 MHz) radio waves
facilitating communications over long distances.
Associated with each layer is an electron density, an example is shown in Figure 1.
The electrons have an associated energy which can be expressed as a function of
temperature, 𝑇(𝑒𝑉) = 𝑘𝑇/𝑒, where U is the energy in electron volts, k is the Boltzman
constant, and e is the electronic charge.
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Reflections from the E and F layers depend upon the plasma frequency which is a
measure of the density of electrons. If electrons are displaced from a uniform
background of ions, electric fields will be built up in such a direction as to restore the
neutrality of the plasma by pulling electrons back to their original position. Because
of their inertia the electrons will overshoot and oscillate about their equilibrium
position with a characteristic frequency known as the plasma frequency. In general a
wave oscillating above the plasma frequency will be transmitted, while waves below
the plasma frequency will be reflected. Reflections below happen because electrons
screen the electric field of the wave. Transmission above the plasma frequency
happens because the electrons can’t respond fast enough to screen the wave.
There is an extraordinary wave in a plasma where the k vector lies along the
magnetic field in the z axis. Then the electric field lies in the xy plane, Chen [1974,
p128]. In the R wave the electric field spins around the magnetic field vector in a
clockwise fashion, while in the L wave the electric field spins counterclockwise
around the magnetic field vector. Any plane wave can be decomposed into an L and
R wave. In the whistler mode in the ionosphere the L wave dies away, only the R
wave survives. The R wave has a resonance at the cyclotron frequency, the
frequency at which electrons spin in a magnetic field. At this frequency the wave
continuously loses energy accelerating the electron and cannot propagate. The R
wave has a mode of propagation below the cyclotron frequency and is called the
whistler mode. It is extremely important in the study of ionospheric physics. They
can be heard with radio equipment in the audio frequency range, with a characteristic
drop in frequency due to the dispersive characteristics of the wave. In plasma
physics there is also a lower hybrid wave with longitudinal oscillations of ions and
electrons.
Wave and particle data are often organized in terms of L shells. We adopt
that convention here and the next couple of sections discuss the importance of
these topics to wave propagation and hazards in space.
An L shell is a parameter describing a particular longitudinal set of planetary
magnetic field lines. Below in Figure 3 the Earth’s field is traced out,
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approximated as a dipole. This set crosses the equator at a specific number of
Earth radii equal to its L value. The field lines are then traced back to the Earth
on either side of the equator. A complete set of lines form an L shell. The L shell
was coined after Carl McIlwain [1961] with no apparent meaning regarding the
letter L.

Figure 3 Diagram of L shells.

B. Past Work
Communications that go through the ionosphere at VLF end up in the whistler
wave mode Helliwell [1965]. Whistlers and related phenomena comprise a group
of complex and fascinating natural events that can be heard on very low
frequencies with the simplest of radio equipment. Calculating the attenuation of
these waves can be viewed as an academic exercise or a more important
prerequisite to determine their effect on the space environment. Calculations go
back at least to the time of Helliwell. He published in 1965 a set of curves for
transionospheric attenuation for the winter 1958. These curves, Figure 3-35 in
his book (Helliwell [1965]), listed attenuation vs. latitude for both day and night,
for frequencies 2 and 20 kHz. There is no mention of longitude but the continent
of North America is assumed. The wave is launched straight up into the
ionosphere from a VLF source. Helliwell used a fixed ionosphere 60-200 km and
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a variable ionosphere 200-1500 km, which could be scaled by the maximum
plasma frequency. Attenuation in the upper atmosphere is a function of the
plasma frequency (F0f2)3, where F0 denotes the plasma frequency and f2 is the
layer corresponding to 300 km where approximately the maximum occurs. His
initial upper atmosphere is assigned a maximum plasma frequency of 9 MHz.
For his plots the daytime plasma frequency is taken as 12.5 MHz, while the
nighttime plasma frequency is 5.5 MHz. Hence the daytime attenuation in the
upper atmosphere scales as (12.5/9)3, while the nighttime attenuation scales as
(5.5/9)3. Helliwell also states the electron densities and total collisions can be
related to the number density and plasma frequency. The upper atmosphere
then undergoes a second scaling for latitude correction through the plasma
frequency. This scaled upper attenuation is then added to the lower attenuation
to drive Helliwell’s total attenuation. Said mathematically for daytime attenuation
would be
12.5 3

𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑡 (𝑑𝑎𝑦) = 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑑𝑎𝑦) + 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 (𝑑𝑎𝑦) (

9

𝐹 𝑓2

3

) (𝐹 0𝑓2 𝑙𝑎𝑡=40 ) .
0

𝑙𝑎𝑡=𝑛𝑒𝑤

More recent models of VLF attenuation include Inan [1984B]. His model
consisted of a dipole emitter, using the classic dipole formula to launch waves
into the bottom of the ionosphere. Helliwell’s curves were used to represent
attenuation due to the ionosphere prior to entering the magnetosphere. Lastly,
ducted wave propagation was applied for the waves reaching satellite altitude.
Here the same energy is assumed flowing through the area in question, where
the area is consistent with the spreading of the Earth’s magnetic field B. Using
this procedure the wave power from reference VLF transmitters roughly matched
the shape of data from DE-1 satellite. This model tends to over-predict the
power of VLF transmitters in space.
Starks [2008] incorporated Air Force Research Laboratory’s (AFRL) Power
Tracer model. This model takes the k vector into account for this vector is not
necessarily aligned with the Earth’s magnetic field as in the previous models of
Helliwell [1965] and Inan [1984B]. This model predicts a caustic, which forms
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where the wave frequency equals the cyclotron frequency, leading to a
singularity in the refractive index. Starks [2009] uses the same code to predict
Doppler shifted waves from VLF transmitters with reasonable results. Even with
this increased detail of design Starks concludes that all models are off 10 dB by
day and 20 dB by night at mid latitudes, even more at the equator.
Tao [2010] following the work of many individuals, including Lehtinen [2008],
used a Full Wave Model (FWM). This model employs stratified regions of the
ionosphere, where the medium only varies with height, and with a natural
decomposition of the wave into L and R modes. Only the R wave survives. The
model is computationally intensive. Using Helliwell’s environment and the full
Appleton equation for the refractive index he reproduces Helliwell’s calculations
to within a few percent. Next he calculates attenuation using the International
Reference Ionosphere (IRI) parameters for Dec. 15, 1958, since this time is
representative of winter 1958 when Helliwell’s graphs apply. Tao notes the IRI
electron density is less than Helliwell’s for 0-30, and greater than Helliwell’s 3090. Regarding what latitudes should be included in a comparison to Helliwell we
note that, near the equator, Helliwell’s Quasi Longitudinal (QL) approximation
does not hold up. The FWM does not have this restriction. In the QL
approximation k is assumed to be parallel to B. At the equator magnetic lines
are circumferential, not aligned to an outward radial k. A reasonable comparison
with Helliwell would exclude the equator. The FWM attenuation away from the
equator using the IRI is lower than that of Helliwell, not more than 6 dB off for 2
kHz day/night, and 16 dB off for 20 kHz day/night. Now, using rocket data, he
declares that the average quiet time attenuation is smaller than that of Helliwell’s
up to 60 dB at 2 kHz and 100 dB at 20 kHz. Shao et al. [2012, p. 2] based upon
the work of Faust et al. [2010] reports that irregularities in the F region could
account for no more than a 4-10 dB loss compared to the smooth ionosphere of
Helliwell [1965] and Tao [2010]. Shao et al. [2012, p. 2] in a theoretical study
attributes not more than 9-15 dB of loss to conversion to Lower Hybrid (LH)
waves in the D and E regions. In short the attenuation calculations are subject to
large variances and not all the errors can be accounted for.
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Cohen and Inan [2012 A] [2012 B] analyzed observations from various VLF
transmitters. They present observations of the radiation pattern from 16 groundbased transmitters by averaging 6 years of data from Detection of ElectroMagnetic Emissions Transmitted from Earthquake Regions (DEMETER) satellite.
They compare observations using the FWM to 10 VLF transmitters. Using
DEMETER observations their stated accuracy for all integrated power within a
certain radius is within 6 dB of the WFM and all power at a point to within 12 dB.
Graf et al. [2013] use their Quick Full Wave Method (QFWM) still using the full
wave methodology, but only considering incident waves in one direction, explore
transionospheric attenuation with regards to incident angle, bearing and
polarization. In their results they found incident angle was the most important
parameter for varying results.
Greninger in this dissertation takes an automated approach to the calculation
of VLF attenuations. The author uses the QL approximation. The Earth’s
magnetic field is taken from the International Geomagnetic Reference Field
(IGRF) [Finlay 2010]. Electron densities come from the IRI [Bilitza, D. 2004].
Neutral particle densities are taken from the Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent
Scatter Radar (MSISE) code-90 [Hedin, A. E.]. User defined latitude and
longitude are automatically fed into the above codes as input data. Similarly
automated hour, day, month, and year are also passed to these codes as data
input. The focus is more on seasonality rather than absolute numbers, for this is
the topic of the dissertation. The computational efficiency of this approach
relative to a FWM allows for a more complete set of calculations and thus the
investigation of seasonality, which may reveal missing features in current
approaches. To the best of our knowledge the ability to capture seasonality in
VLF attenuation has not been addressed in the literature. Five years of
DEMETER data is presented and compared with calculations. In addition nine
years of attenuation predictions are compared with years of decreasing solar
activity.
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C. Wave Phenomena
Equatorial Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites go through L shells 1.2 - 3 while
geosynchronous satellites go through higher L shells. Solar winds inject charged
particles into the magnetosphere. Wave particle interaction can precipitate
particles out of these regions. As satellites fly through these regions relativistic
particles can cause damage to space vehicles, the electronics in space vehicles,
or to humans. Sources of waves that could precipitate charged particles include
terrestrial bound VLF transmitters, used to communicate with submarines under
the sea. In this way man can impact the radiation belts. Their frequency range is
from 17 – 80 kHz with radiating powers up to 1 MW. Another component of VLF
radiation is lightning, emissions of which are broad-band in nature. For example
Abel and Thorn [1998 2] place their frequencies between 1-10 kHz. They use
4.5 +/- 2 kHz in their simulations. Plasmaspheric hiss is a broad-band structure
also known to drive particle precipitation within the Extremely Low Frequency
(ELF) band. Electromagnetic emissions range from 100 Hz to a few kHz. It is
confined to high density regions, associated with the Earth’s plasma-sphere. It
can exist during quiet periods and intensifies during magnetic storms. Meredith
et al. [2007, p. 1] attribute hiss from wave turbulence caused by plasma
instabilities. Abel and Thorn [1998 1] state at L=1.2 coulomb scattering
dominates particle precipitation, at L=1.65 VLF transmitters dominate, and at L3.2 plasmaspheric hiss begins to dominate. Their conclusions may be suspect
because the codes that they use tend to over-predict the power of these waves in
the ionosphere [Starks, 2008, p. 1]. Thus it is shown why the particle
precipitation is important to satellites, and what may control it.
As described above the inner radiation belt is of concern to satellite
infrastructure. Jursa [1985] depicts a graph of various particle energies vs. L
shells. In the following section we delineate regions by their L shell range with
some added comments. L = 1.2 touches the Earth near the equator. There are
not many VLF transmitters here, most being mid-latitude. Helliwell’s QL
approximation does not hold up at the equator for waves are assumed to be
launched upward, parallel to the magnetic field lines, which is impossible at this
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location [Helliwell 1965, p. 27]. L = 1.2 – 2.5 is the inner belt. This belt exhibits
long-term stability. Variations only occur during the most intense magnetic
storms [Meredith, 2007]. The inner and outer radiation belts are separated by a
slot region. If Abel and Thorn 1998a are correct in saying VLF transmitters
control up to the edge of the inner slot then VLF transmitter NWC, with 1 MW on
the North West Cape of Australia (NWC) is the most influential. This transmitter
is located at latitude = 21.8 S., longitude = 114.2 W. L = 2.5-4 is the slot region.
This slot region was first discovered by Van Allen [1958]. It is depleted during
quiet times and fills up temporarily during geomagnetic storms. Meredith [2009,
p. 1] describes this as a balance between radial diffusion and pitch angle
scattering. Particles here exhibit short particle lifetime, characterized by the time
a charged particle dissipates in space. L = 4-5 contains the outer radiation belt.
It is highly dynamic during magnetic storms. Enhanced electron flux from wave
particle interaction can increase up to four orders in magnitude during a
geomagnetic storm [Benck, 2008]. L > 5 corresponds to the outer radiation belt
and beyond. The outer radiation belt is more affected by the Interplanetary
Magnetic Field (IMF). Here we have shown a delineation in L shells, and how
they comprise the radiation belts.
Van Allen [1956] first discovered the radiation belts, which consist of charged
particles that mirror between certain latitudes and their conjugate point. There is
an inner belt and an outer separated by a slot region. A description of the
mirroring process can be found in Chen [1974, p. 34]. Charged particles mirror
when the velocity parallel to B goes to zero, and then reverse, near the end of a
field line. Velocity parallel to the magnetic field line is defined as v, while velocity
perpendicular to the magnetic field is defined as v. The loss cone is defined as
the arctangent of v divided by v, with velocity components chosen at the
equator where the cone has a minimum value. When the pitch angle falls within
the loss cone, particles don’t mirror, they go on to collide with neutral particles in
the atmosphere and produce particle precipitation. Particles whose angle is
greater than the loss cone reverse direction and ‘mirror’ between conjugate
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latitude points above the Earth. These trapped electrons form a radiation belt.
Wave particle interaction drives pitch angle diffusion, which can drive electrons
deeper into the loss cone. Another type of diffusion is radial diffusion. Particles
diffuse from one L shell into another. Abel and Thorn in their Figure 4 derive
pitch angle diffusion coefficients due to hiss, whistler, and VLF signals [Abel and
Thorn, 1., p. 2390-2391]. Diffusive coefficients in their Figure 5 are derived for
different energies. The mechanisms described here give rise to and maintain the
radiation belts.
The slot region is a minimum in trapped electrons between the inner and
outer radiation belts. For the purpose of understanding particle precipitation in
this region we now explore some dynamics of particle diffusion. Certainly a high
diffusion coefficient would disperse more electrons into the loss cone where they
are precipitated. Abel and Thorn [1998,1, p. 2390-2392] examine wave fields
from hiss, chorus, and VLF transmitters using the method of Inan [1984B]. Here
the Helliwell curves are used to attenuate the waves through the ionosphere, but
according to Starks [2008, p. 1] these curves lack fidelity. Abel and Thorn then
proceeded to calculate pitch angle diffusion coefficients and perhaps lead to a
suspect conclusion that VLF transmitters are the major cause of the slot region.
Meredith et al. [2009] measured electron decay from the Solar Anomalous and
Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) satellite January through December
2005. They fitted an exponential curve to the measured data. Decay times are
as follows: T = 3.6+/- 1.6 days for L = 2.5, the slot region, T = 20 +/- 9.5 days for
L= 2, and T = 8 +/- 2.6 days for L = 3. The shortest time is in the slot region,
consistent with expectations. He claims hiss dominates for 0-100 keV electrons
L < 2. At the beginning of the slot region, around L = 2.4, things change. He
suggests that this region is dominated by Whistler Electron Precipitation (WEP)
caused by lightning. They act to yield the shortest decay times for 5 - 150 keV
electrons. Precipitation usually follows from a 0 - 1º change in pitch angle.
Meredith [2007] explains that pitch angle diffusion depends upon the distribution
of wave spectral intensity, the wave normal angle, the ratio 𝑓0 /𝑓𝐻 , where 𝑓0 is the
plasma frequency, and 𝑓𝐻 , is the cyclotron frequency, wave mode, and the
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number of resonances. These maximize pitch angle diffusion in depleting the
slot region. Meredith indicates hiss dominates in the outer slot region. A
combination of hiss + whistlers dominates in the inner slot. Thus we see the slot
region and mechanisms that control it though our understanding is still
incomplete.
Next a discussion of ducted vs. nonducted propagation is appropriate. A duct
is a hypothesized field aligned gradient in plasma density; such a structure would
guide waves from a point to a magnetic conjugate point on the opposite
hemisphere with approximately the same longitude. The conjugate magnetic
latitude has a sign flip for it is in the opposite hemisphere. Nonducted
propagation does not assume the existence of ducts. There is trapping in crest
𝑓

gradients due to Snell’s law when Λ ≈ 0, Λ = 𝑓 , 𝑓𝐻 being the cyclotron
𝐻

frequency. There is trapping in trough gradients when 0.5 < Λ < 1.0 . The ray
executes snakelike excursions back and forth across the duct. Clivard [2008, p.
1] puts the lower limit on ducting at L > 1.5 . This lower limit is consistent with the
inability of propagating waves to be guided by non-vertical field lines. From
Figure 1 we see that magnetic field lines run circumferential near the equator, not
vertical. Also the strength of magnetic field lines are weakest at the equator,
while stronger at the pole, where the magnetic field lines cluster. At higher L the
waves become highly ducted in the plasmasphere. All ground-based
measurements show an upward L shell limit of propagation close to half the
gyrofrequency [Clivard 2008, p. 2]. For a frequency set, 70-95% of a signal
propagates above 1/3 of the gyrofrequency, while only 1-6% of the signal
propagates above ½ the gyrofrequency. At the gyrofrequency the wave
accelerates the electron in the cyclotron orbit and the wave does not propagate.
The output power of field aligned whistlers does reduce with increasing L for
ducted waves [Clivard 2008, p. 2]. The limiting effect of the gyrofrequency is
referenced at the equator. Here tracing a field line the value of 𝐵 is lowest at the
equator yielding the lowest gyrofrequency. At the equator 𝑘 is aligned to 𝐵
where the most interaction occurs. For the case of nonducted waves, they do
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not follow the field lines. In this case field aligned ducts are not sufficiently strong
to guide waves between hemispheres. Clivard [2008, p. 10] in a ducting study
examined how power moved into the conjugate region and redistributed itself
within L shells. For VLF transmitter NPM in Hawaii the L shell corresponding to
its location is L = 1.17 . The L shell range where the power appeared in the
opposite hemisphere was L = 1.2 – 1.5 . Next the case of NWC in Australia had
a magnetic L shell L = 1.44, while the power in the opposite hemisphere was
found to be L = 1.4 - 2.2 . From this one could conclude the higher the L shell of
injection the wider the range in L where the power appears in the conjugate
region. From Clivard [2008, p. 10] and our experience modeling VLF transmitter
NWC wave power peaks in a region poleward to the conjugate region. It has
essentially the same longitude as the transmitter. Clivard [2008] notes an
exception for NAA (Maine). Bortnick [2006] in a nonducted simulation showed
how an injection of a single lightning stroke at L = 2 moved the wave to a higher
L shell. Here we have shown how waves propagate in ducts and their limitations.
Next, precipitation is presented. Lauben, Inan, and Bell [2001] in a
simulation launched waves mid latitude with the wave vector 𝑘 aligned to 𝐵. As
the wave propagates nonducted in the magnetosphere 𝑘 becomes oblique to 𝐵.
Electrons are precipitated. Bortnick [2006] in a simulation discharges lightning at
25, 35, 45, and 55º. The lightning waves move to a higher L shell both in respect
to energy flux and electron flux. Gamble [2008] through observation observes
430 times more 100-260 keV electrons in the drift loss cone when the VLF
transmitter NWC in on. Energy precipitation tends to be at the source longitude.
Inan [2007B] depicts a DEMETER spectrograph plot of 𝐸 and 𝐻, electron flux,
and activity from a lightning detector network on the ground, vs. time. In a LEP
(Lightning Induced Electron Precipitation) event, his Figure 3 reproduced below,
with the long arrows, shows that all the events align or correlate. The 𝐸 and 𝐻
fields are presumably from a lightning spheric inducing the LEP.
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Figure 4 Reproduced from Inan [2007B] his Figure 3.
Wave particle interaction is the process where a wave accelerates a particle
changing its energy. As previously discussed this interaction is important for a
change in the energy can change the velocity components. The new ratio of 𝑣⊥ to
𝑣∥ may fall within the arctangent of the loss cone angle. These particles will be
precipitated. Lightning induced precipitation comes from a change in the loss
cone angle < 1°, [Inan et al., 1989]. The basic formula for wave particle
interaction is given by Abel and Thorn [1998 1, p. 2386]. A resonance occurs
when the Doppler shifted frequency is a multiple of the relativistic cyclotron
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frequency. Wave particle interactions are affected by the wave being either
ducted or nonducted [Rodgers 2010, p. 1]. At the equator 𝑘 and 𝐵 are the least
changing, yielding the most interaction. Rodgers [2010, p. 2] based upon the
work of [Lauben et al., 1999; Inan et al., 2007A] states, “The nature of the wave
particle interactions are influenced by the wave normal angle, which are affected
by the wave being either ducted or nonducted. In the field aligned ducted case
the dominate resonance is first-order cyclotron, whereas for non-ducted
interaction opens up a much wider range of energies through equatorial and offequatorial gyroresonance.” We see wave particle interactions are complicated
and affect particle precipitation.
Very Low Frequency (VLF) transmitters are now explored. These
transmitters are located on all continents. VLF is in the 3 - 30 kHz range.
Actually these transmitters range in frequency from 16 - 81 kHz. Their power
range is from 20 kW to 1 MW. A list of transmitters is found on the URL:
http://sidstation.loudet.org/stations-list-en.xhtml. Their associated power can be
found on the URL:
http://nova.stanford.edu/~vlf/IHY_Test/TechDocs/AWESOME%20Transmitters.p
df. The primary application is underwater communication with submarines.
Attenuation through seawater goes as 1/wavelength. For a 20 kHz signal the
wavelength is 15 km. Communication to a submarine 10 feet down would entail
only a very small fraction of the wavelength. The baud rate is very slow, only a
few characters per second. Only a page signal is sent, telling the submarine to
surface and receive more information.
Examining some interactions of these transmitters NWC (Australia) can affect
electron flux over NPM (Hawaii) [Rodgers 2010, p. 5]. Transionospheric escape
of all waves propagating in the Earth’s ionospheric waveguide is enhanced near
the location of density perturbations produced by VLF transmitters [Parott 2009,
p. 7]. There are depletions in the electron density, less e-neutral collisions, and
hence less attenuation. The transmitters act as chimneys in the ionosphere
through which VLF wave of the whistlers escape and reach satellites at 700 km.
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Finally, in our introduction we turn to the topic of lightning, for lightning can
produce whistlers, which can precipitate particles in the slot region. Fisher [2010,
p. 1-2] states lightning is a source of impulsive atmospherics. These waves
propagate in the waveguide formed by the Earth’s surface and the lower
boundary of the ionosphere. Some of their energy can leak into the ionosphere,
where it starts to propagate approximately along magnetic field lines in the
whistler wave mode. Gemelos [2009, p. 5] concludes lightning plays an
important role in affecting radiation belt electrons. Some characteristics follow.
Most lightning is negative to ground, while the remainder is positive to ground. It
is typified by a downward leader, then a return stroke of positive polarity. Nemic
[2010, p. 7] correlates frequencies of lightning to be the strongest in the 1-10 kHz
range. Approximately 5 kHz associated with the basic lightning strike, and 10
kHz after being filtered by the Earth’s ionospheric waveguide. The activity is
most associated with summer nights, in the Northern Hemisphere [Nemic 2010,
p. 4]. The amplitude of whistlers is 3x higher at night than day [Fisher 2010 p. 1].
Another characteristic described by Chum [2006, p. 2925] notes the area in the
ionosphere through which lightning leaks into the magnetosphere and transforms
into whistlers is more than 2000 km wide for a single stroke. Some studies of
lightning follow. Gemelos [2009, p. 2] correlated lightning in the 2 < L <3 region
with electron flux. She asserts, “the seasonal variation suggests a prominent role
of Lightning Electron Precipitation (LEP) in the loss of trapped radiation in the 2 <
L < 3 region.” Colman and Starks [2013] applied a linear relationship to optical
flash rate and VLF power. They assumed that the VLF power goes as the
inverse distance in the Earth-ionospheric waveguide, and that the
transionospheric attenuation is represented by the Helliwell’s curves. With
ducted propagation the whistler energy then travels up to DEMETER altitude
along magnetic field lines. They found a reasonable comparison with DEMETER
data. In this analysis time values were available every month of the year in twohour increments. In another study Rodgers [2003, p. 13] states long term
Whistler induced Electron Precipitation (WEP) losses are more significant than all
other inner radiation belt loss processes, producing the lowest decay rates 5-150
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keV electrons. To study lightning one might classify it in terms of a list of
parameters. Said [2010] typified lightning waveforms into a data bank.
Parameters included day/night, zero crossing, azimuth, and an estimate of
ground conductivity. Santolik [2009] states that fractional hop whistlers
propagate through the ionosphere unducted until they reach ducts at altitudes
1000-2000 km, so that a combination of processes may occur. This may account
for whistlers returning to Earth to an area of radius 2000 km in the neighborhood
of the original flash.
Two conflicting opinions are presented in regards to ionospheric heating and
non-linear effects. Bell [2011, p. 2] presents in his Figure 1, reproduced below,
an impulsive MF signal, a decrease in electron density and an increase in
electron temperature. These two effects would tend to cancel each other in a
collision rate equation. Even so, there could be a change in attenuation
introducing non-linear effects in absorption vs. power. Cohen [2012 B, p. 5] puts
forth that transionospheric absorption is linear with power.
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Figure 5 Reproduced from Bell [2011, p. 2] his Figure 1.
Out of all of these possible topics we now focus on the seasonal attenuation
of VLF waves in the ionosphere. The motivation is as follows. Terrestrial VLF
radiation affects radiation belt particle life times and may have a significant role in
radiation belt dynamics. The understanding of belt dynamics will help guide
satellite design and operational requirements. In addition a seasonality implies
there are times when it is easier to transmit. Finally, if we can understand VLF
reception at a satellite we can better understand all radio frequency
communications through the ionosphere.
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This dissertation presents the seasonality of VLF attenuation through the
ionosphere. The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter
II is methods. Here the theory of Appleton’s Equation is discussed, along with
the quasi-longitudinal approximation, L shells, and expressions for collisions.
Next is a discussion of the work of Helliwell, including model details, a
recalculation of Helliwell’s curves using the IRI, and a presentation of the method
of calculation. For code validation we provide some DEMETER satellite
background information, a day/night everywhere comparison, a discussion of
losses, graphs for electron densities, effects of solar max and min, and
attenuation vs height profiles. A discussion follows concerning how to find an
appropriate longitude. This is followed by relations in the D + E vs F1, F2 layer,
neutral and ion composition, electron temperatures, Total Electron Count (TEC)
and collision terms. Tao’s work is presented with his methodology, electron
density, collision rates, collision profiles, and an attenuation comparison with our
program, which is called, “Iriatten.” Code convergence is discussed. Then the
code presented with its present number of gradations for the stated accuracy,
and a listing of inputs internal to the program are delineated. Two models are
introduced, the Straight Up and the Crary model. A section details how
DEMETER data is analyzed, and provides some electric field plots. Then four
cases of VLF transmitters are analyzed. A discussion of the 20 dB problem
follows. Accuracy of Iriatten is presented, along with a comparison to Cohen. A
conclusion is provided, including a discussion of future work, and
acknowledgements. Chapter III is a list of references and Chapter IV is an
appendix with equations for power flow upon one orbital plane component of the
electric field, and the code itself, Iriatten.
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II. Methods
A. Theory
Appleton’s equations
We wish to calculate the attenuation of VLF radiation through the ionosphere via
the method of Helliwell. Helliwell used Appleton’s Equations in the quasilongitudinal approximation. This approach is actually more general and not
limited to VLF. The attenuation is extracted from the imaginary part of the
complex dielectric constant. Appleton’s equation relates the squared index of
refraction to dimensionless parameters involving ratios of the collision frequency,
the electron cyclotron frequency, and the plasma frequency to the frequency in
question, and with regard to the angle the wave normal makes with the Earth’s
magnetic field. In general the plane wave in free space varies as 𝑒 𝑖(𝜔𝑡−𝑘𝑥 ) with
the relation 𝑐𝑘 = 𝜔.
𝑐

If the medium has an index of refraction then 𝑛 𝑘 = 𝜔. If 𝑛 is complex then 𝑘
would be complex.
Below is Appleton’s equation in un-rationalized form. In 1947 Appleton
received the Nobel prize for this and discovering the F layer of the ionosphere.
The equation is difficult to solve without making some approximations. The full
equation listed below is shown in Helliwell’s Eq. 3.1, or our Eq. 1.
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(1)

The equation relates the index of refraction squared to dimensionless terms
previously defined under Nomenclature. One solves for the index of refraction n,
as this term appears in the attenuation loss.
A derivation of this equation is given in Heald and Wharton [1978]. They provide
a cut off diagram for the extraordinary wave, and polarization coefficients (𝑅 =
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𝐻𝑦
𝐻𝑥

) taking collision terms into account. They also discussed at length the Quasi-

longitudinal limit (QL) when the wave follows a static magnetic field it becomes
highly circularly polarized.
For the whistler mode choose the negative sign from +/- in the denominator. The
angle between the wave normal and the Earth’s magnetic field is shown below in
Figure 6.

𝐻
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𝑧
𝐻𝐿

𝑦

𝜃

𝐻𝑇

𝑥
𝑂
Figure 6 The angle 𝜽 between the wave normal and the Earth’s magnetic
field.
Referring to Figure 6 the wave normal is along the z direction. The Earth’s
𝐵

magnetic field is along 𝐻0 , where 𝐻0 = 𝜇 . 𝐻0 is the magnetic field intensity, 𝐵 is
0

the magnetic induction, 𝜇0 is the permittivity of free space. The angle between
the vectors 𝐻𝐿 and 𝐻0 is 𝜃. In the above representation the cyclotron angular
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frequency 𝜔𝐻 ≡

𝑒𝐵
𝑚𝑒

. The quantity 𝐻𝐿 is the longitudinal component of 𝐻0 along

the wave normal, 𝐻𝐿 = 𝐻0 cos 𝜃, and 𝑚𝑒 is the mass of the electron. The quantity
𝑌𝐿 = 𝑓𝐿 /𝑓 is defined where 𝜔𝐿 = 2𝜋𝑓𝐿 = 𝜔𝐻 cos 𝜃 and 𝑓 is the frequency in
question.
In the presence of an index of refraction the 𝐸 and 𝐻 components take the
form

E  377 Pwr / n

volts/m

(2)

H  nPwr / 377 amp/m.

(3)

1
The power Pwr through an area ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑑𝑎 is 𝑃𝑤𝑟 = 2 𝑅𝑒 ∫(𝐸 × 𝐻 ∗ ) ∙ ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑑𝑎 and is not

necessarily along the wave normal. For a discussion see Figure 3.7, pg. 34
Helliwell. The quantity 𝑛2 is 𝑛 times itself and not to be confused with the real
quantity 𝑛 ∙ 𝑛∗ .
The Quasi-longitudinal approximation
In this approximation 𝑌𝑇 ≈ 0, which means 𝜃 is small and hence the transverse
component is small. The approximation is good for waves which tend to follow
density gradients, emerge radially from the Earth and away from the equator. At
the Earth’s equator the magnetic field has only a 𝜃 component, defined in Figure
6.
With the above simplification and using √𝑌𝐿2 = ±⌊𝑌𝐿 ⌋ one finds

n2 1 

X
1  iZ  YL

.

(4)

For the case YL >> 1 and choosing the +/- sign as minus in the denominator
for the extraordinary wave results in further simplification, Eq. 3.8 Helliwell
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n2  1
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(5)

Assume 𝑛 is composed of real and imaginary parts Walker [1961], such that
n    i .

(6)

Then equating real to real and imaginary to imaginary parts of 𝑛2 one gets
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Solve for the real component 𝜇 in (8) and substitute into (7) to get a 4th order
equation for 𝜒
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Solving this fourth order equations for 𝜒 2 one gets:
1
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𝜔2

0
With the substitution of 𝐺 = 𝑌 2 +𝑍 2 = 𝜔2 +𝜐
2
𝐿

𝜒=

1
√2

[(1 + 𝐺𝑌𝐿 )2 + 𝐺 2 𝑍 2 − (1 + 𝐺|𝑌𝐿 |)]1/2

.

(11)

We used absolute value signs around 𝑌𝐿 because in our derivation we assumed
𝑌𝐿 ≫ 1.
Now consider a plane wave with dependence of
e i (t kz ) .

(12)
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𝜔

The wave vector 𝑘 is defined as 𝑘 = .
𝑐

In the presence of the dielectric the speed of light is slowed by the index of
refraction n such that
𝑘=

𝜔
𝑐

𝑛.

(13)

Then the basic wave dependence becomes

e

 nz 
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.

(14)

Separating 𝑛 = 𝑢 − 𝑖𝜒 into its real and imaginary parts and upon the substitution
the relation becomes
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Take the real quantity out in front of the exponent.
The wave dependence becomes
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The real damping term in front is rewritten with the substitution 𝛼 ≡

(16)
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second exponential can be rewritten as a basic wave dependence
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(17)

Then the definition of the attenuation constant 𝛼 with the substitution of 𝜒 is
𝛼=

𝜔
√2𝑐

[(1 + 𝐺𝑌𝐿 )2 + (𝐺𝑍)2 − (1 + 𝐺|𝑌𝐿 |)]1/2

which is Eq. 3.49 [Helliwell, 1965].

(18)
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The attenuation constant, multiplied by a distance, together with a minus sign
and then exponentiated dictates how the signal decays. This is the formula we
shall use to calculate attenuation.
L Shells
L shells are mentioned in the introduction so an explanation is given here.
First derive the Earth’s magnetic field from its magnetic moment in a dipole
approximation. Then proceed to obtain 𝐵𝑟 and 𝐵Ɵ components and finally 𝐵 the
magnetic induction.
Let 𝑀 = Earth’s magnetic dipole moment
𝜃 = polar angle
𝜆 = latitude
𝜓 = magnetic scaler potential
𝐵𝑟 = radial component of magnetic field
𝐵𝜃 = theta component of magnetic field
𝑅0 = equatorial distance
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𝜋

The polar angle 𝜃 = 2 − 𝜆 is defined where 𝜆 is the latitude.
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We want to derive Mcllwain Eq. 8, switch to Gaussian by dropping 𝜇0 and 4𝜋.
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From the relation r  R0 cos ( ) (proof at bottom), where 𝑅0 is the equatorial
2

2
radial distance, solve for cos   

r
, express 𝑅0 as L and change notation 𝑟 → 𝑅
R0

to get McIlwain’s Eq. 8, [McIlwain, 1961]
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For any distance R and knowing the L shell we can calculate B.
Now prove the graph of r  R0 cos ( ) is along field lines
2

Br 

 M 2 sin(  )
r3

B 

M cos(  )
r3

ˆ  ˆ

(30)

The following differential equation results

rdr dr

B Br
r 4 dr
 r 3dr

cos(  ) 2 sin(  )

( 31)

(32)
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d (cos  )
dr

cos 
r

(33)

2 ln(cos  )  ln(r )  c

(34)

e 2 ln(cos )  eln(r )c

(35)

cos 2   c2 r

(36)

at   0, r  R0  c2 

r  R0 cos 2 ( )

1
R0

QED.

(37)

(38)

In the literature, L may be a distance or an integer such that 𝑅 = 𝐿𝑅𝑒 .

Expressions for collisions
These expressions are taken from Banks [1966]. Typically they are the results of
curve fitting to experimental data. They involve the electron temperature Te and
neutral particle densities. The electron-ion collision rates are summarized below
3⁄

by one equation involving densities and 𝑇𝑒 2 .
Let 𝑇𝑒 = electron temperature,
𝑘 = Boltzman constant,
𝑚1 = mass of electron,
𝑚2 = mass of ion,
𝜈12 = velocity electron relative to ion,
̅̅̅̅
𝑛 = density of gas in question (cgs),
𝑍 = level of ionization,
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𝜆 = a constant.

Table 1 Collision Rate Equations-Banks 1966.
Collision Type Molecule

Equation

e-Neutral

e-Ion

𝑟

𝑇𝑒

𝑚𝑒

≫

𝑇

𝑚

, Z=1 and lnΛ = 15

B. Understanding the Work of Helliwell
Model details
This author constructed a program to verify Helliwell’s integrated attenuation
results (Program Atten28 is in the directory home/greningp/ion/atten/). The
model has 33 points to subdivide the atmosphere. Point graduations are not
linear. The most points occur with the most changes in the collision curve,
Helliwell’s Figure 3-28. This is the double knee section of the curve. Point
densities follow in Table 2 below.
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Table 2 Point density for the integration of Helliwell’s attenuation.
Range (km)

km/division

60-200

10

200-250

25

250-300

25

300-400

50

400-1400

100

1400-1500

50

Region 200-250 km is a separate sum, not to be scaled with the plasma
frequency (to be discussed later). Numerical integrations are performed using
Simpson’s Rule. This rule provides an exact solution for any quadratic variation
given three equally spaced points. A midpoint formulation is used taking 2/3 the
center point and 1/6 each end point, all multiplied by the interval between the end
points. The attenuation constant calculates the drop in voltage via Helliwell’s Eq.
3-49, or Eq. 9 of this dissertation, with units in napiers because it’s the exponent
of the base e=2.718…. Helliwell’s Eq. 3-53 calculates the integrated attenuation
in power (dB) integrated along kilometer limits. The atmosphere is divided into
lower and upper regions. The lower atmosphere is defined as 60-200 km and
further subdivided into 15 points. Note we need an odd number of evenlyspaced points, three for the first layer and then, for each subsequent layer, two
additional evenly spaced points from the top point of the last layer, in this
midpoint formulation. In Appleton’s equations electron collisions show up as
losses. The electron collisions could be derived from the electron density (ne).
We have chosen to enter them directly from Helliwell’s collision curves, Figure 3-
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27 and Figure 3-28. The points were extracted by from Helliwell’s graphs by the
shareware program Engage. Upper atmosphere collisions may be taken directly
from the graph, except these collisions are for a plasma frequency f0F2 equal to
9 MHz, and must be scaled. An exception is the region 200-250 km of Fig 3-28,
which Helliwell cites as Coulomb collisions, a function of air density, and do not
scale as the plasma frequency. Quantity f0F2 is for maximum plasma frequency,
approximately at height 300 km. Through a series of approximations Helliwell in
his Eq. 3.54 states that the attenuation in the upper atmosphere varies according
to the plasma frequency cubed. To scale to a new plasma frequency simply
divide by old plasma frequency cubed and multiply by the new plasma frequency
cubed. Said mathematically for a daytime plasma frequency of 12.5 MHz they
scale as (12.5/9)3. The nighttime plasma frequency is taken as 5.5 MHz. Then
for nighttime they scale as (5.5/9)3. This result yet needs to be weighted by
Figure 3-34 from Helliwell to account for geomagnetic latitude. The correction is
for magnetic latitudes away from 40° via f0F2 scaling. Here digitized graphs from
Helliwell’s Figure 3-34 are employed. The Excel function VLOOKUP is used. It
finds correction closest to magnetic latitude in question. Then the calculated total
attenuation is the sum of the lower ionosphere attenuation plus the upper
ionosphere attenuation scaled for magnetic latitude away from 40°.
Figure 7 below shows how the author’s calculations compared to that of
Helliwell’s Figure 3-35. Some of the data points overlay Helliwell’s. Notice how
the curves begin to diverge between 80° and 90°. That is because Helliwell’s
curves for scaling to other latitudes do not go all the way to 90°. These curves
are extrapolated.
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Figure 7 The comparison of Helliwell’s curve to the author’s replication.
Because the point-data file was not available but only plotted points from his
graphs of attenuation and electron collisions, our calculations were deemed
reasonable to proceed to the next phase of the project, calculations involving the IRI.

Re-calculating Helliwell’s curves using program Iriatten
The name of our program, “Iriatten” is compounded from the “International
Reference Ionosphere” and “Attenuation.” Any spatial coordinate system through
the ionosphere has three coordinates. Our coordinate system uses longitude,
apex latitude, and height. Our attenuation model has 81 points graded in height.
Gradations are listed in Table 3 (located in directory
/home/greningp/ion/iriatten2/iriatten35.for). Assume Helliwell is using apex
latitudes (VanZandt [1972]). First flatten the Earth into a round sphere. Let
𝑅𝐵𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ be the radius of a magnetic field line somewhere along the earth. Similarly
trace this field line to the equator, calling it 𝑅𝐵𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 . Then similarly to McIlwain
[1961] the author used this to find its appropriate L shell
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𝐿 (𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑥 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒, 𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑥 𝑙 𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒) = 𝐴𝑟𝑐 𝑠 √𝑅𝐵𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ /𝑅𝐵𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 . The magnetic
latitudes are found as function of geographic latitudes. These results are
visualized in graph below.

Figure 8 Magnetic Apex latitude vs. geometric latitude.

Method of calculating Helliwell’s curves
Helliwell’s curves are a function of geomagnetic latitude, and have no
longitudinal dependence associated with them. The author’s program has
attenuation as a function of geometric latitude and longitude. To compare curves
the following procedure was incorporated: 1) for any given geographic latitude
find the corresponding magnetic latitude, 2) at every magnetic latitude average
over all longitudes. The results are in Figure 9 below. The legend depicts both
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day and night, for frequencies 2 and 20 kHz. Perhaps not surprising our curves
cross at mid-latitude, since that is where Helliwell’s curves were intended to be
representative. There is more variation in our curves. One reason is we do not
have a fixed lower ionosphere, for either day or night. The curves predict more
attenuation at lower latitudes, and less attenuation at higher latitudes. These
curves agree with Tao’s [2010, p. 3] statement that below 30° the IRI’s ne is
generally greater than Helliwell’s, i.e., more collisions lead to more attenuation,
while above 30° the IRI’s ne is generally less than Helliwell’s, i.e., less collisions
less attenuation. The agreement is better during the day, probably reflecting a
more similar ionosphere between Helliwell and the IRI.

Figure 9 Program Iriatten vs. Helliwell.
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C. Code Validation
DEMETER satellite
DEMETER was a low-altitude satellite, orbiting at 710 km [Parrot 2009, p. 1], later
lowered to 670 km, launch date was on June 2004, into a circular polar orbit. The
orbit was sun synchronous, crossing the equator approximately 10:30 and 22:30 LT.
Its mission was to measure electromagnetic waves from the earth. The channels of
DEMETER using their designations 1) ULF, 0 - 15 Hz, 2) ELF, 15 Hz - 1 kHz, 3)
VLF, 15 Hz ~ 20 kHz, and 4) HF, 10 kHz – 3.175 MHz. For VLF two modes exist.
One is a Survey mode, where one component of electric field in orbital plane is
selected via telecom [Berthelier]. The other is a Burst mode (data not used here).
Here one component of the electric field, and one component of the magnetic field
[Parrot 2009 p. 10] plus a power spectrum are available.

Day/night
DEMETER data itself is binned into 1°x 1°squares, for noon and nighttime.
Plasma properties are evaluated at the height of DEMETER satellite to properly
record the fields in a cold magnetized plasma. Plasma properties are also
binned spatially in 1°x 1°squares and in time in every two hour segments to
interpret DEMETER fields, because the fields change as a function of the plasma
properties. This is performed by evaluating various parameters in the Stix matrix,
Stix [1992] and summing over all the ion species. Properties are obtained from
the IRI. We chose for the plasma bin properties, day hours =10-12, and for the
night hours =22-24. The day hours of 10-12 corresponds to the 10:30 time when
DEMETER crosses the equator. It is representative of the day, as the Earth has
had time to heat up. Night is chosen to be 12 hours away. In the plot below
Local Time (LT) is the same everywhere, a physical impossibility, but
representative of the DEMETER data. The results shown below are in Figure 10.
There is a band near the equator when the attenuation is greater than 150 dB the
color scale is set to white. Here the quasi-longitudinal approximation does not
hold up because the latitude is too low. These plots show more attenuation in
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day vs. night. The reason is daylight yields more production of electrons
resulting in more e-neutral collision. Collisions contribute to a loss term in
Appleton’s equation, which show up as more attenuation.

Figure 10 Theoretical calculation of attenuation for winter 1958. LT is noon
everywhere.
Compare the attenuation of Figure 10 to Figure 11 below where the local time
is night. Here with the lack of sun there is little attenuation. There is a lighter
band in the ionosphere at the bottom of Figure 11. It would be summer in the
Southern Hemisphere, it appears the IRI is capturing a summer-day ionosphere
due to the tilt of the Earth. The transition could be smoother. We used the IRI
since we had no other available source.
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Figure 11 Theoretical calcuation of attenuation for winter 1958. LT is
midnight everywhere.

Losses
An examination of losses in the wave, and electron density is important.
Collisions from electron to electron are lossless. The electrons are like spheres with
tiny springs attached. From conservation of energy the energy stored is equal to the
energy released and no overall loss occurs. Collisions between electron and neutral
particles are inelastic collisions. Kinetic energy of the particles before and after
collision is not conserved. Energy appears as a loss in the wave for it is assumed
that the wave drove the particle. There is also a loss when an electron hits a
positive ion. They will combine and then re-ionize. The electron density appears in
the plasma frequency, which subsequently appears in the attenuation equation.
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Electron densities
Next the topic of electron densities must be explored. The UV rays of the sun
are strong enough to ionize molecules or atoms and produce free electrons.
Expect more ne in the summer of the Northern Hemisphere and likewise in the
summer of the Southern Hemisphere six months later. The peak in ne usually
occurs at about 300 km, but moves around. For ease of visualization we present
the Total Electron Count (TEC), an integrated sum. TEC is a measure used to
characterize the total refractivity of the ionosphere, which consists of ionized
layers of the upper atmosphere. TEC is the total number of electrons in a
column (mks) divided by 1016.
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Figure 12 TEC January 1958. Year is a solar maximum. Helliwell’s
calculations are based upon a winter ionosphere of 1958. Higher TEC is in
Southern Hemisphere where January corresponds their summer.
Compare the TEC of Figure 12 to Figure 13. In January there is more TEC in the
summer of the Southern Hemisphere. See the ocean west of South America and
east of Australia. In July there is more TEC in the summer of the Northern
Hemisphere. See the area over North Africa. Six months apart the TEC has
switched hemispheres.
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Figure 13 TEC July 1958. Year is a solar maximum. Higher TEC is now in
Northern Hemisphere where July corresponds to summer. Compare to
Figure 12.
The author’s code is so versatile one can look at any other year, say 1997.
This year is a solar minimum, unlike Helliwell’s year 1958 which was a solar
maximum. Again, six months apart the TEC has migrated hemispheres.
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Figure 14 TEC January 1997. Year is a solar minimum with less TEC than
solar maximum of Figure 12. Highest TEC is in the Southern Hemisphere
where January corresponds to summer. Compare ahead to Figure 15
highest TEC is in the Northern Hemisphere where July corresponds to
summer.
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Figure 15 TEC July 1997. Year is a solar minimum with less TEC than solar
maximum of Figure 13. Highest TEC is in the Northern Hemisphere where
July corresponds to summer. Compare to Figure 14 with highest TEC in
the Southern Hemisphere where January corresponds to their summer.
Effects of solar max and solar min
The scale is denoted in the color bar at the top of the last four figures. The
color bar of the solar max, 1958, has a scale that is 80 TEC or above in Figure
12-Figure 13. The solar min, 1997 has a scale that is in the range 27-36 TEC in
Figure 14-Figure 15. The higher TEC corresponds to the solar max. These
results are reasonable and what one would expect from a seasonal variation.
We will use these to explain the seasonality of attenuation.
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Attenuation profiles
Look at some attenuation profiles for different solar max, solar min, as a function
of latitude and compare some integrated numbers of attenuation to Helliwell. We
need to choose a longitude, but what longitude do we choose?
Finding an appropriate longitude
Helliwell’s graphs are for magnetic latitude. In order to get away from the
plane of tilt of the magnetic pole rotate 90°. There are a couple of different ways
to find the location of the North Pole. The definition we have used here is
longitude = -132°. It is closer to the experimentally observed pole. Rotate 90° to
get -42°. Add 180 to get another principal value 138° longitude. Helliwell never
conveys what longitude he is assuming. However, in Figure 3-32 [Helliwell 1965,
p. 65] he asserts that there is no correction to his graphs for 𝑓 𝐻 cos 𝜃=1100 MHz.
This quantity is the cyclotron component based upon the Earth’s field along the
wave normal. The angle Ɵ between the Earth’s field and the wave normal
(assumed up) is depicted in Figure 1. This quantity along the wave normal
𝑒𝐵

𝑟
is 𝑓𝐻 cos 𝜃 = 2𝜋𝑚
. In some fashion this number should be incorporated into our

representative longitude.
Now consider latitude. Helliwell uses magnetic coordinates; for now just
consider regular coordinates. We found for latitude = 40, and longitude = 138
this corresponds to 𝑓𝐻 cos 𝜃 = 1076 MHz. This is pretty close to Helliwell’s
assumed 𝑓 𝐻 cos 𝜃=1100 MHz. We note Helliwell’s Figure 3-34 for 𝑓𝐻 𝑐 𝑠Ɵ =
1100 MHz, there is no latitude correction. Therefore when doing some
attenuation profiles a representative longitude should be 138° and the latitude
40° should be an inclusive point.

Relations of attenuation in the D+E vs. F1 and F2 layers
In considering some attenuation profiles we would want to look at a couple of
different years, corresponding to a solar max, min, different latitudes and
compare to Helliwell. Use our representative longitude of 138°, and latitude of
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40°. Look for relations of attenuation in D+E vs. F1+ F2 layers. Helliwell defines
the demarcation between upper and lower atmosphere as 200 km. We have
chosen 180 km here because we find this point moves around within the IRI. In
graphs Figure 16-Figure 18 below we conclude four things, 1) most day
attenuation is in the lower ionosphere where e-neutral collisions are the highest
percentage (we also found this true at night), 2) the ratio (D+E region)/total
attenuation increases from 15° to 40° but then decreases at 70°, 3) the area of
attenuation in F1+F2 starts off at 500 km and then moves down to 300 km with
increasing latitude, 4) the attenuation decreases with increasing latitude. We
perform these analyses and compare to Helliwell. The section of F1+F2
attenuation study is included because heretofore some studies have ignored this
region of attenuation.
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Figure 16 Attenuation vs. altitude winter noon 1958, latitude = 15°. Solar
maximum. Characterize attenuation in the D+E vs F1 F2, with percent D+E
to total. Previously, attenuation in the F1 F2 has been overlooked. Includes
Helliwell’s calculation of attenuation.
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Figure 17 Attenuation vs. altitude winter noon 1958, latitude = 40°. Solar
maximum. Attenuation in all layers are lower with higher latitude of 40°,
Figure 17 vs lower latitude of 15° of Figure 16. Percent attenuation in the
(D+E)/total has increased from 73%, lower latitude 15° of Figure 16 to 76%,
higher latitude 40° of Figure 17.
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Figure 18 Attenuation vs. altitude winter noon 1958, latitude = 70°. Solar
maximum. Lowest attenuation in all layers with highest latitude of 70°.
Percent attenuation in the (D+E)/total has dropped back down to 70% going
from 40° latitude of Figure 17 to 70° latitude of Figure 18.
We may try another year to show the versatility of this code. Choose 1997,
which corresponds to a solar minimum. All the attenuations are lower. Most of
the attenuation is in the lower atmosphere. The area of attenuation in the F1+F2
moves down with increasing latitude. This time the ratio (D+E region)/total
attenuation increases with increased latitude. Again the attenuation decreases
with increasing latitude.
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Figure 19 Attenuation vs. altitude winter noon 1997, latitude = 15°. Solar
minimum. Attenuation in all the layers is down from solar maximum of
1958 in Figure 16. Characterize attenuation in D+E vs F1, F2 with percent
(D+E)/total. Includes Helliwell’s calculation of attenuation.
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Figure 20 Attenuation vs. altitude, winter noon 1997, latitude = 40°. Solar
minimum. Attenuation in all layers are lower moving with the higher
latitude of 40°, Figure 20 vs the lower latitude of 15°, Figure 19. Percent
attenuation in the (D+E)/total has increased from 82%, 15° latitude of Figure
19, to 92%, 40° of Figure 20.
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Figure 21 Attenuation vs. altitude, winter noon 1997, latitude = 70°. Solar
minimum. Lowest attenuation in all layers at the highest latitude of 70°.
Percent attenuation in the (D+E)/total continues to increase going from
latitude 15° through 40° to 70° in year 1997.
In summary most daytime attenuation is in the D layer with all the e-neutral
collisions. However, the maximum contribution to the F layer is in the solar
maximum, where it contributes almost a third of the attenuation. The F1+F2 layer
contribution moves down with increasing latitude. The solar minimum has less
attenuation. Patterns in the % attenuation of (D+E)/total are not as distinct. They
may increase then fall off or just increase with an increase in latitude.

Neutral gas composition
Neutral gasses can be ionized and form part of electron neutral collisions.
Neutral gas density comes from the MSISE code mentioned in the introduction.
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Monatomic hydrogen and helium, the lighter gasses, have the greatest
distribution in the upper atmosphere. There is a characteristic distribution height,
𝐾𝑇

𝐻 = 𝑚𝑔, with m as mass in the denominator. Simply said, the lighter gasses are
more buoyed up. There is an ever so slight decrease in neutral gases at 800 km
in the higher latitude.

Figure 22 Neutral composition winter noon 1958, latitude =15º.
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Figure 23 Neutral composition winter noon 1958, latitude = 70°.

From the two graphs presented there are slightly less neutrals at 800 km for the
higher latitude. A mid latitude graph has been omitted, since there is not a lot of
variation. Neither would we expect to see sizable variation for neutral particles.

Ion composition
Examine ion composition for the year 1958, for that is the year Helliwell
performed his work. There are more ions at lower latitudes due to increased
sunlight. The scale at the lower latitude exceeds 2*1012, while at higher latitudes
it only goes to 1012.
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Figure 24 Ion composition winter noon 1958, latitude = 15°.
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Figure 25 Ion composition winter noon 1958, latitude = 70°.

Electron temperature
Below are two electron temperature profiles for latitude 15, and latitude 70.
The shape of the curves are different with the presence of a knee at the lower
latitude. The knee has more Te associated with it. Away from the knee the
higher latitude curve has more Te. Evidently the sun in the lower latitude has
caused the presence of this feature. In Figure 24 there is a step in the electron
density, 60-250 km range. This step could be more natural in appearance. Upon
investigation, the number of electrons is equal to the sum of the individual ionized
components, as it should be. We find the IRI to be the best source available.
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Figure 26 Te for winter day 1958, latitude = 15°.
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Figure 27 Te for winter day 1958 latitude = 70°.

TEC
Please see Figure 26, and Figure 27 from the last session. There is twice the
TEC at the lower latitude, as any photologist might conclude. The UV rays of the
sun can ionize neutral molecules or atoms.

Collision terms
E-neutral collisions are derived from neutral densities and electron
temperatures [Banks, P. 1966]. E-positive ion collisions, assume single
ionization, speed is a function of electron temperature and collisions depend on
neutral particle density. There are more ion collisions (blue line) at lower latitude,
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and they extend further up into the ionosphere. Again this is attributed to the
sun’s rays being the strongest at the equator producing more ionization.

Figure 28 Collision frequency per volume e-ion, e-neutral, latitude = 15º.
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Figure 29 Collision frequency per volume e-ion, e-neutral, latitude = 70º.

The last couple of sections show attenuation increases with a decrease in
latitude, marked by the increase in the number of electrons, ion e-neutral and ionneutral collisions. Variations in ne, ion, neutral profiles, TEC, and Te shown here
drive variations in VLF attenuation, critical to driving the impact of VLF transmitters
on radiation belt populations.

D. Understanding the Work of Tao
Methodology
Tao [2010] used a FWM (Full-Wave Model) for attenuation. The ionosphere
is stratified into layers and Maxwell’s equations are solved within individual
layers. The layers are matched using appropriate boundary conditions [Tao,
2010, Appendix A]. He does an L and R wave decomposition. Only the R wave
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is retained. Calculations are performed in 𝑘 space, where 𝑘 is the wave vector.
Tao states there is not much difference between FWM using Helliwell’s
ionosphere and Helliwell itself.

Electron density ne
Shown below in the next two figures is ne extracted from program Iriatten for
winter day and night, 1958. Tao doesn’t state what longitude he is using so we
have used a North American longitude = -42º as previously discussed. Figure
30 - Figure 33 depicts the day and night ne from the IRI vs. Tao Figure 3. They
are indeed similar.

Figure 30 ne extracted from program Iriatten winter day 1958, longitude = 42º.
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Figure 31 ne taken from Tao, winter day 1958, longitude = -42º, various
latitudes.
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Figure 32 ne extracted from program Iriatten winter night 1958, longitude =
-42º.
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Figure 33 ne taken from Tao, winter night 1958, longitude = -42º, various
latitudes.

Collision rates
Tao considers two collision rates 𝜈𝐹 derived from Friedrich and Tokar [1983], and
v derived from Vuthalura [2002].
Both vary as pressure:
𝑝

𝜈𝐹 = 6.41×105 , p in Pascals
𝑠

𝜈𝑣 = 1.21×106

𝑝
𝑠

𝑣𝐻 ≈ 2𝑣𝑣 ≈ 4𝑣𝐹 .
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Collision profiles
Presented below are collision profiles for Banks [1966], Friedrich and Torkar
[1983], Vulthlura et al. [2002], Kelly [2009], and Helliwell [1965]. Program Iriatten
uses Banks [1966]. Previously discussed, our collision profiles match those
presented in Tao. Notice in the range 60-120 km the following relation holds:
Helliwell > Kelly > Banks > Vulthlura > Friedrich. Tao’s model is a composite
collision model. Below 120 km he uses 𝑣𝐹 or 𝑣𝑣 . For collisions above 120 km
use Banks [1966]. Thus we see all collision profiles examined are similar.

Figure 34 Collision profiles Banks, Friedrich, Vuthlura, Kelley, and
Helliwell.

Attenuation comparison
Our results compare best with Tao’s Figure 9. Tao is a FWM and rocket data for
ne in the D region, while our simulation is using the IRI. We note that the IRI is also
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based upon rocket data. There are eight graphs presented below 2 and 20 kHz, day
and night for both Tao and program Iriatten. The daytime comparison is good. The
nighttime comparison could be better. It has a systematic error never less than -3 or
-4 dB compared to Tao. Remember these are different models, Tao’s is a Full Wave
Model and ours is the quasi-longitudinal approximation.
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Figure 35 Comparison of Tao’s Figure 9 vs. program Iriatten.
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E. Convergence
The following criteria have been chosen when converging program Iriatten.
Most microwave measurements are only good to 2 decimal places. The number
2 &1/2 dB has been chosen for accuracy so that the answer didn’t fluctuate
during verification runs. Table 3 is a spreadsheet for convergence of various
models listed below. The rows list different seasons, 12/15/03, 6/15/03,
12/15/09, 6/15/09, different latitudes and longitudes, along with day/night. The
2003, and 2009, represent solar maximum and solar minimum. The columns list
the number of points and gradations in layers 60-100 km, 100-600 km, and 6001500 km necessary to achieve the listed accuracy. The 1441-point model was
assumed to be completely converged. Early on, a small error in an overlapping
interval seemed the necessity for 81 points. As seen from below the present
state of the code is over-converged, accurate to about 3 decimals places. A 45point model had an unacceptable error indicated in red. Later, a 51-point model
exhibited the desired convergence criteria. Notice the number in green is just
acceptable to our +/- ½ dB error. This 51-point model is available in the directory
of the author greningp/ion/iriatten2/iriatten35_51pts.for along with the present 81
point version.
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Table 3 Convergence chart for various numbers of points, 20 kHz.
Convergence criteria +/- 0.5 dB. Freq=20kHz. Cells in red inelligible. Assume converged at 1441 pts
date

lat

lon

hr

# pts

# pts

# pts

1441
high alt'

low alt' mid alt'

high alt'

low alt'

(km)

(km)

(km)

(km)

(km)

(km)

60-100

100-600 600-1500 60-100

1

1

1

40 100

12/15/2003 -20 160

6/15/2003

40 100

12/15/2009 -20 -160

12/15/2009

40 100

6/15/2009 -20 -160

6/15/2009

40 100

(km)

45

mid alt'

hight alt'

low alt' mid alt'

high alt'

(km)

(km)

km

km

km

100-600 600-1500 60-100 100-200 200-600 600-1500 60-200 200-600 600-1500

2

10

gradiations(km-2)
90

attenuation

(dB)

12/15/2003

(km)

gradiations (km-1)
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F. Code in its Present State
The present code has 81 points. Gradations are as follows: (1) 6-100 km, 2 km
per division, 2) 100-600 km, 10 km per division, 3) 600-1500 km, 90 km per
division. The most extensive output file is Fort.7, which contains all things
internal to the program, used for diagnostic purposes. Other files contain select
variables for plotting, described by the comments at the top of the code. Fort.7
output is triggered by variable iprint = 1. The output variables are 1) Height, ne,
2) Ion densities O+, N+, H+, O2+, NO+ , 3) Temperatures of ions, neutral, and
electrons: tn, ti, te, 4) Year, month, day, 5) Universal time (Greenwich time in
seconds), height, latitude, longitude, xlst (local sun time), 6) F107, a particular
wavelength 10.7 cm that comes from the sun’s corona, corresponding to a
frequency of 2800MHz, and F107a a 81 day average, 7) Seven number AP
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index, indication of solar activity, 8) Neutral densities: He, O, N2, O2, Ar, H, and
N, 9) Electron-Neutral collision frequencies [Banks 1962]: N2, O2, O, H, He, total
neutral collisions, 10) Height, total number of ion collisions, total number of
neutral collisions, total number of collisions, 11) Pressure from neutral particle
density, pressure from e folding, 12) Density all neutrals, density all ions, mean
atomic weight all neutrals, ion-neutral collision frequencies, the sum of electronneutral and electron-ion collision frequencies according to Kelley [2009], 13)
Vuthalura collision frequencies 𝜐𝑣 = 1.21 ∗ 106 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒, 14) Index k for
height(k), radial magnetic field 𝐵𝑟 (𝑘), 𝜔𝐿 (𝑘), 𝑌𝐿 (𝑘) (plasma frequency), collision
𝜔2

frequency 𝜔(𝑘), 𝑔(𝑘) = 𝜔2 +0 𝜈2 , three intermediate constants c1, c2, c3 used in
𝐿

the evaluation of α in Helliwell’s Eq. 3.49, the attenuation constant α is in
napiers/km. Additional explanation of terms may be found in the theory section
III A 1.
G.

Straight Up Model
The Straight Up model uses the developed code to launch a wave as a single

ray, straight up, from the location of a VLF transmitter. The power associated with
the ray is that of the VLF transmitter. A flow diagram provides the calling sequence
of the program involved in the calculation of attenuation.
H.

Extension to Crary Model
This model is employed because one can not assume that waves launched

from a VLF transmitter go straight up but are rather launched from a dipole
configuration, as in Inan [1984]. The program sends out a multitude of rays.
Power is determined by a sine-squared distribution function for a classical dipole.
A flow chart of how to run this program is listed in Figure 39. Basic assumptions
1

are: (1) there is attenuation for the spreading in 𝑟 2 only, for a great circle distance
< 1500 km, (2) these waves enter the Earth’s ionospheric waveguide, (3) the
waves are attenuated at the rate 2 dB/1000 km. This number comes from Inan,
[1984], based upon the work of [Crary, 1961]. Subsequently, the waves leak out
of Earth-ionospheric waveguide. At this point we assume the wave exits straight
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up. For the data power is gathered from a point above the transmitter where the
radius = 2 * 106 m. This point is typically shifted by a couple of degrees towards
the equator, accounting for the wave following the magnetic field lines towards
the position of DEMETER. The bottom of the ionosphere is often represented as
80-90 km [Somu, 2002]. It varies accordingly for both day and night. In this
model we have chosen 60 km, because attenuation in the IRI derived ionosphere
begins at 60 km. In the data we don’t want the power spread in too large a circle
such that it will include noise, power from the conjugate region, or other
transmitters.

The antenna distribution goes as follows:
Let 𝑟 = the distance to the dipole
𝜃 = the observation angle measured along the dipole
𝑁= normalization constant =3/(8𝜋)
hiono = height of atmosphere
From the classical dipole formula
3

𝑃𝑤𝑟 = 8𝜋 𝑃𝑤𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝛾
𝑟2

𝜋

, 0 ≤ 𝜃 ≤ 2,

[Jackson, 1962]

In the Figure 36 below a local coordinate system is set up on the location of
the Earth’s surface where a VLF transmitter is located. The emitting angle of the
dipole is 𝜃 and not related to 𝜃 in the quantity 𝑓𝐻 𝑐 𝑠 Ɵ. The geometry is kept as
simple as possible since we have to integrate on the polar coordinate. We must
recover all the power, if no attenuation is present, consistent with the Crary
model. A ray emerges from the dipole at angle 𝜃 relative to the vertical dipole,
until it hits the ionosphere at height 60 km. From here a projection is dropped to
the surface of the earth. From the latitude and longitude of the projection on the
Earth’s surface the attenuation is calculated. This attenuation is then applied to
the power in the ray.
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The angle 𝜃 is in the plane of constant longitude, so the great circle distance is
simply the arc length along the longitudinal line of the transmitter. If the great circle
distance is greater than 1500 km, then attenuation is added at the rate of
2dB/1000km. Rays are run at 5° intervals. The last ray covers the interval distance
1500 km to 2000 km where 2 dB of attenuation is applied. There is a slight
correction to the normalization since our model only goes out to approximately 88°,
which corresponds to a horizontal distance of 2X10 3 km. The normalization used
ensures that all the power in is equal to the power out.

Then this system is rotated an arbitrary angle about the transmitter location
to generate radial arms at equal intervals in the azimuthal coordinate 𝜙. This is
accomplished by converting spherical into Cartesian coordinates, applying a
rotation matrix, and then going back into spherical coordinates. The rotated
coordinates are then used to figure out the attenuation associated with the
rotated points in the new radial arm. It was found that for eight radial arms, every
45° in the 𝜙 direction, converge the answer to three decimal places
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Figure 36 Diagram for ray geometry.

Below Figure 37 is a representative diagram of power spreading from NWC
Australia. There is spreading along the ground and wave attenuation of 2dB/
1000 km applied after 1500 km. This does not include attenuation through the
ionosphere. This model is based upon 1/r spreading and does not include any
focusing at an antipodal point. If such were the case rays would come together
and focus at a point on the globe opposite to the original source.
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Figure 37 Power spreading out upon the Earth’s surface.

Figure 38 depicts the graphical attenuation along latitude -22°. The power
has a double spike under the transmitter. There are two competing effects. Let r
be the distance to the transmitter. The 1/r factor in the distribution function is at a
maximum, being closest to the transmitter, while the sine function approaches
zero. The resultant effect is a double humped maximum.
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Figure 38 Representative plot of power along longitude of NWC.

I. Observations from DEMETER Satellite
Analysis of DEMETER data
First one reads raw DEMETER data. This data is in binary form. It is
collected into 205 frequency bins, then separated into 1°x1° spatial bins. In
analyzing the data one excludes any months that DEMETER was inactive. To
extract the data the following inputs are available: the number of years to be
averaged, and the seasonal time, here each month. Plasma properties are
binned 1°x1° spatial bins and at two hour intervals. The fields are evaluated at
the height of DEMETER because the fields are a function of the plasma
properties. Plasma properties are sorted into 19 frequency bins and the index of
refraction 𝑛 is computed by Eq. 34 [Stix, 1992]. The plasma properties take into
account all cyclotron frequencies of ionic components. Then from one
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component of orbital electric field compute all power knowing the index of
refraction, and the angle Bearth makes with the k vector (here assumed to be 𝑩𝒓 )
as in Appendix 1.

Individual months are averaged together in dB space to

smooth the data over the years 2005-2009. Below there is a flow chart for the
calling sequence for the analysis of VLF transmitters.
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Flow chart for VLF Transmitter Cases
Straight Up
Input: Start date, stop

Demeter_Averages/daynight5a.

Output files:

date averaging window=1

pro IDL file. Read raw

vec.out.Month_1,

month, frequency bin

DEMETER data in binary form.

0=day,1=night,
Month=Jan, Feb

Inputs: lat, long, freq, frequency bin

Output files:

to read DEMETER data, bandwidth
transmitter, ifreq bin# for plasma
properties, lat0, long0,=up-shifted

Demeter_pwr/bcalcstix19g.4

atten_tot.Straight_Up.txt

thquad.pro Does initial

(Straight Up), PoyntFlux.4Q

plot: DEMETER + Iriatten

(monthly averages),

coordinates, shift parameter to match

histogram_monthly_atten

satellite data with Iriatten and
DEMETER
Output files:
New shift parameters, lat, lon,

DEMETER_pwr/bcalcstix20f.SU4Q

Histogram_monthly_atten.ps

freq (must match for title)

.pro. Adjust plot parameters

Post script file for plotting
5_year_ave_lat_lon…ps

Crary Model
Lat long, freq, pwr, dipole
normalization, radius of
observation, year span i.e.

RotationsNWC/polarcrary.pro
Creates dipole rays, call

Output file: atten_tot.
PolarCrary.txt

program Iriatten

05-09

PoyntFlux.4Q from
bcalcstix19g.pro for
monthly DEMETER
averages

RotationsNWC/bcalcstix20f.PC4Q.pro

Output files
histogram_monthly_atten.ps,
5_year_ave_lat, lon,..ps

Figure 39 Flow chart for code analysis of VLF transmitters.
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Further assumptions and implementations
In analyzing DEMETER data dB calculations assume that all radiated power
goes up. Data is smoothed by presenting monthly-5-year averages. In the
period June-Dec, 2007 these months were excluded when NWC was not
transmitting. The average presented is performed in dB space so any one year
doesn’t dominate. To our theoretical results 3 dB of attenuation were added for
R wave splitting, and 2 dB for coupling into the lower ionosphere when
comparing to DEMETER data and [Helliwell, p. 61, 1965].
The preceding analysis allows us to formulate expectations. In field intensity
plots, viewed by DEMETER in outer space, there should be more intensity in
winter vs summer. More intensity should be observed in night vs day. Power
should be present in the conjugate region. In histogram plots, look for a
seasonal variation with more attenuation in the summer vs winter. Similarly, we
should expect more attenuation in day vs night. Theoretical attenuation patterns
should overlay with experimental data. This has been facilitated by supplying
shift number of error at the top of histograms. In this process as much area in
the calculated curve is above the monthly average as below the monthly
averages. These shifts corrections are determined by numerical integration.
Next examples of plots are presented for DEMETER data including the VLF
transmitter NWC in the mid-year of 2007. The sensor data is in the range 19.719.8 kHz. One can clearly see the effects of this VLF transmitter over northwest
Australia. Notice that there is more signal at night. No sun leads to less
ionization, which leads to less e-neutral collisions, or less loss in Appleton’s Eq.
Streaks are present because not all areas are scanned by DEMETER. Note the
power in Northern Hemisphere in the conjugate region. It is probably due to a
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mix of ducted and non-ducted transport for the peak power comes out at a
slightly higher L shell. See Figure 40-Figure 43.

Figure 40 Summer day VLF transmitter NWC seen from DEMETER satellite.
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Figure 41 Summer night VLF transmitter NWC seen from DEMETER
satellite.

J. Analysis of four VLF Transmitters
NWC
The attributes of this transmitter are as follows. Its location is on the western
cape of Australia. The latitude = -21.82° and the longitude =114.17°. The
radiated power = 1MW. The operating frequency = 19.8 kHz. Being in the
Southern Hemisphere their summer is our winter. The stronger daytime signal is
in July vs. January. This is due to less sun in their winter. Nighttime has no sun,
less ionization, so night is stronger than day. Overall the stronger signal is July
night, and the least January day.
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Figure 42 DEMETER observations of NWC January day.
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Figure 43 DEMETER observations of NWC July day.
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Figure 44 DEMETER observations of NWC January night.
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Figure 45 DEMETER observations of NWC July night.
The next set of 8 graphs depict four 5-year averages and another four
containing individual years. Within each group of four are the Straight Up and
the Crary models for both day and night. In the first set of four daytime graphs
applying the Crary model reduces seasonal variation-more in-line with
DEMETER observations, Figure 46 through Figure 49. That is because one can
not assume that the power goes straight up but rather launched from a dipole. In
the Straight Up model there was a rising peak around day 83, Figure 46, which is
now diminished by applying the Crary model, Figure 47. The seasonal variation
is more in line with the observed data. At nighttime the Crary model does little to
alter the seasonality compared with that of the Straight Up calculation. This is
because at nighttime there isn’t as much variation in attenuation with the spread
of latitude and longitude, associated in launching rays, in the Crary model.
Accuracy is presented by a shift number, such that when added to our
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calculations, or that of Helliwell’s, make them align with measured DEMETER
observations. The Straight Up shift errors are Day = 5.70 dB, night = 4.38 dB.
The Crary shift errors are Day = 5.88 dB, night = 4.34 dB. The Crary model has
done little to change the errors. A full table will be presented at the end of this
paper. In terms of seasonality Helliwell displays no seasonality. In all the
Straight Up, Crary, and measured DEMETER data, they dip in the middle days of
the year and conversely higher at the beginning and end of yearly plots. This
pattern is indicative of the Southern Hemisphere, where summer is at the
beginning and end of graph, with more attenuation.

Figure 46 NWC day Straight Up 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.

83

Figure 47 NWC day Crary model 5-year average calculations vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 48 NWC night Straight Up model 5-year average calculations vs.
DEMETER observation.
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Figure 49 NWC night Crary model 5-year average calculations vs.
DEMETER observation.

In the second set of four, yearly graphs are presented for the years 20052009, see Figure 50 through Figure 53. Note that as the solar activity decreases
from 2005 to 2009, so does the attenuation.
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Figure 50 NWC day Straight Up model 5-years of calculations vs.
DEMETER observation.
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Figure 51 NWC day Crary model 5-years of calculations vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 52 NWC night Straight Up model 5-years of calculations vs.
DEMETER observation.
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Figure 53 NWC night Crary model 5-years of calculations vs. DEMETER
observation.

NPM
Physical attributes of this transmitter are listed here. It is located in Hawaii,
latitude = 21.42, longitude = -158.15 . The radiated power = 424 kW. The
operating frequency = 21.4 kHz. Because DEMETER is sampling at 40 kHz the
aliased frequency is 40 - 21.4 = 18.6 kHz. Upshifted coordinates of this VLF
transmitter at DEMETER (usually 3 or 4°) are not used. We do not want to
include power in conjugate region below the equator. Here NPM is in the
Northern Hemisphere, so there is no reversal of summer and winter. Regarding
Figure 54 through Figure 57 daytime January and July seem to be about the
same, perhaps because of its proximity to the equator. Note a transmitter over
Australia, with slightly diffused power in the conjugate region over Asia also
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shows up as well as Hawaii. At nighttime the strongest signal is in Jan vs. July,
with night being much more powerful than the day. Again less sun at night
causes fewer collisional losses.

Figure 54 DEMETER observations of NPM January day.
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Figure 55 DEMETER observations of NPM July day.
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Figure 56 DEMETER observations of NPM January night.
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Figure 57 DEMETER observations of NPM July night.
Next look at the 5-year averages in Figure 58 through Figure 61 below. We
see two summers in the attenuation pattern. This is due to tilt effect of the Earth
not being exactly symmetric with the sun’s axis. This is the best example yet in
the daytime where the Crary-model significantly reduces seasonal variation,
more in line with DEMETER data. In the nighttime, the Crary model does not
significantly alter the seasonality of the Straight Up model. Regarding
seasonality there would be no variation with Helliwell. The Straight Up shift
errors are day = 7.08 dB, night = 13.30 dB. The Crary shift errors are day =
10.25 dB, night = 13.26 dB. Applying the Crary model has made the day errors
less accurate, while the night errors are about the same. However, we see the
Crary model much better replicates the seasonality.
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Figure 58 NPM day Straight Up 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 59 NPM day Crary 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 60 NPM night Straight Up 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 61 NPM night Crary 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.
In the 5-year data below, Figure 62 through Figure 65, Helliwell’s graph would be
flat. Attenuation goes down with solar activity in the years 2005 through 2009.
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Figure 62 NPM day Straight Up model 5-years of calculations vs.
DEMETER observation.
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Figure 63 NPM day Crary model 5-years of calculations vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 64 NPM night Straight Up model 5-years of calculations vs.
DEMETER observation.
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Figure 65 NPM night Crary model 5-years of calculations vs. DEMETER
observation.

HWU
The attributes of this transmitter are as follows: It is located in Rosnay,
France with latitude = 46.71°, and longitude = 1.25°. Radiated power = 400 kW.
The operating frequency = 18.3 kHz. Located in the Northern Hemisphere
January is their winter. In daytime January winter we see a big spot around the
transmitter and also in the conjugate region. At nighttime January has the
biggest circle of radiation around it, with again considerable power in the
conjugate region.
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Figure 66 DEMETER observations of HWU January day.
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Figure 67 DEMETER observations of HWU July day.
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Figure 68 DEMETER observations of HWU January night.
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Figure 69 DEMETER observations of HWU July night.
Next, examine the 5-year averages in Figure 70 through Figure 74 below. In
the daytime we see a double-hump pattern as verified by DEMETER data.
Daytime Straight Up and Crary look the same. In the nighttime the Crary model
does not significantly alter the results of the Straight Up model. They are almost
identical. The seasonality of the daytime data matches that of the nighttime,
except the predicted nighttime pattern matches more a summer pattern in the
Northern Hemisphere. It seems the IRI missed the prediction of this anomaly at
this latitude. Cohen [2009] notes that this transmitter is only on occasionally for
tests. We concur with unrealistic shift numbers. We do not know what weighing
factor should be applied for days not operating. We omit any shift numbers for
this case. In terms of seasonality there would be no variation with Helliwell.
This example is good alone for seasonal variation. The double-hump daytime
theoretical calculations are verified by DEMETER observations.
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Figure 70 HWU day Straight Up 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 71 HWU day Crary 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 72 HWU night Straight Up 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 73 HWU night Crary 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.

In the 5-year data below, Figure 74 through Figure 77 Helliwell’s graph would
be flat. Attenuation goes down corresponding to the year with the lowest solar
activity. All the nighttime individual years are grouped together, an effect that
increases with latitude.
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Figure 74 HWU day Straight Up model 5-years of calculations vs.
DEMETER observation.
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Figure 75 HWU day Crary model 5-years of calculations vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 76 HWU night Straight Up model 5-years of calculations vs.
DEMETER observation.
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Figure 77 HWU night Crary model 5-years of calculations vs. DEMETER
observation.

GBZ
The attributes of this transmitter are as follows: Its location is Anthorn,
England, its latitude = 54.91°, and longitude = -3.28°. The latitude differs from
that of Cohen [2009] because this transmitter has been moved in the last 10
years. It radiated power = 30 kW, and operating frequency = 19.580 kHz. Its
location is in the Northern Hemisphere so January is their winter. Viewed from
DEMETER satellite January day is stronger than July day. January night is
stronger than July night, with the nighttime being the strongest, all because less
sun in winter produces less ionization with less e-neutral collisions yielding less
loss in Appleton’s equation.
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Figure 78 DEMETER observations of GBZ January day.
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Figure 79 DEMETER observations of GBZ July day.
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Figure 80 DEMETER observations of GBZ January night.
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Figure 81 DEMETER observations of GBZ July night.

The spike in the Straight Up data below, at day 236 is attributed to an order of
magnitude increase in the ne for that day alone. In an effort to reduce the
presence of spikes in the Crary data, this model alone was run with 24 radial
arms, every 15°. It did little to effect the convergence of the Crary error. In
Figure 82 through Figure 85 the daytime 5-year averages going from Straight Up
to Crary has reduced theoretical spikes. This is because the launch area of rays
are now spread out. Applying the Crary model from the Straight Up model has
done little to change the errors. The daytime has changed from 8.53 dB to 8.39
dB. At night the shift changed from 7.52 dB to 7.44 dB.
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Figure 82 GBZ day Straight Up 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 83 GBZ day Crary 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 84 GBZ night Straight Up 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 85 GBZ night Crary 5-year average calculation vs. DEMETER
observation.

The next four plots, Figure 86 through Figure 89, are the 5-year plots. Notice
how the daytime variation in attenuation is spread out according to solar activity,
while the nighttime variations are grouped together. The lack of solar activity
least effects the nighttime calculation. As one moves away from the equator
there is less variation in the nighttime solar cycle, GBZ and HWU, as opposed to
closest to the equator, NWC and NPM.
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Figure 86 GBZ day Straight Up model 5-years of calculations vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 87 GBZ day Crary model 5-years of calculations vs. DEMETER
observation.
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Figure 88 GBZ night Straight Up model 5-years of calculations vs.
DEMETER observation.
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Figure 89 GBZ night Crary model 5-years of calculations vs. DEMETER
observation.

The sudden jump in Straight Up daytime attenuation was investigated. The
electron density for nighttime acquires a lower tail when going between days 152
and 153. This is depicted below in Figure 90. The distribution that previously
extended down to 80 km now extends down to 66 km in the IRI, causing more eneu collisions and related losses. This is probably due to the arbitrary solar
angle cutoff in the D region model.
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Figure 90 Electron density acquires a tail below 90 km going from day 152
to day 153.

K. The 20 dB problem
Starks [2008] states that all codes overestimate the power getting through the
ionosphere. He cites errors around 20 dB for daytime and 10 dB for nighttime midlatitudes, increasing with distance away from the equator. In the next Figure 91 we
notice up to 20 dB seasonal variance going from years 2001 to 2009. This is a
Straight Up calculation for NWC. From Figure 93 as the years 2001 to 2009
increase, the F10.7 index decreases. This radiation is from 10.7 cm-radio
wavelength emitted from the sun’s corona. The F10.7 index is replacing sun spot
numbers as a means of predicting solar activity. It is the highest in 2001 and the
lowest in 2009. In addressing the 20 dB problem the seasonal variation would
certainly contribute to the problem. The time dependence is critical to when the data
is taken. This information has often been lost in past. Heretofore no code would
calculate a seasonality. At nighttime in Figure 92 there is a seasonal 3 dB variance
in the calculated data.
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Figure 91 Daytime variance of attenuation Straight Up for NWC.
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Figure 92 Nighttime variance of attenuation Straight Up for NWC.
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Figure 93 F10.7 for various years.

L. Accuracy of Program Iriatten
The accuracy of the Straight Up model and the Crary model is within 13 dB. By
contrast Helliwell’s maximum errors are at 31 dB. In our analysis we have excluded
the VLF transmitter HWU which Cohen [2009] believes is only on for test purposes.
For this case, shift numbers have been omitted. Errors are presented below in the
following chart.
Crary model attenuation numbers are usually within 1 dB off the Straight Up
answer. Only for the case of NPM, applying the Crary model change the calculated
daytime answer from that of above.
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Table 4 Errors for different models.

Transmitter
NWC
NPM
HWU
GBZ

Errors (dB)
Straight Up
Crary
day
night
day
night
5.70
4.38
5.88
4.34
7.08
13.3
10.3
13.3
8.53
7.52
8.39
7.44

Helliwell
day
night
-20.9
-2.27
-31.2
-5.87
-2.56

Starks
night
-22
-23

6.67

Based upon our limited sample, all Straight Up and Crary errors do not have a
random error, rather a positive bias. It appears a systematic bias of 8.8 dB should
be added to Crary attenuation calculations, then our code would have random errors
of +/- 4.5 dB. This is another way of saying most codes over-predict the power
getting through.

M. Comparison to Cohen [2012]
Cohen [2012B] analyzes 12 VLF transmitters in terms of power at a point and
total integrated power. He has processed six years of observations, averaging out
any seasonality. This dissertation focuses more on seasonality rather than absolute
numbers. Even so, some numerical comparison with Cohen’s full wave model may
be drawn. Cohen is using a more computationally intense model which presently
lacks automation, and only displays a weak seasonality [private communication with
Michael Starks]. Using his FWM he claims an integrated power of the spot to within
6 dB. Our accuracy analyzing three transmitters, using the QL approximation and
the Crary model is to within +/-4.5 dB, with a systematic bias of 8.8 dB.

N. Conclusion
We have presented a fully automated code (attached), accurate to within +/-4.5
dB, with a systematic bias of 8.8 dB, for the seasonal attenuation of VLF waves
through the ionosphere. Using our climatological model we calculated VLF
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attenuation, which exhibits a distinct seasonality measured against DEMETER
satellite data. The pattern is unmistakable, and overlays well with the DEMETER
data. The spatial inputs to our program Iriatten are latitude and longitude. The
temporal inputs are the year, day of year, and time of day. The results conclude that
in the Northern Hemisphere there is more attenuation in July-August vs. JanuaryFebruary nights, while in the Southern Hemisphere the pattern is switched with more
attenuation January-February days vs. July-August nights. Applying the Crary
model tends to reduce seasonal variation compared to the Straight Up model, more
in-line with DEMETER data. Applying the Crary model, except for the case of NPM,
has done little to change the errors. In the case of NPM it made the day errors less
accurate. In addition certain aspects of attenuation vs. latitude have been
investigated in the paper. Conclusion: 1) that the most attenuation is in lower
ionosphere where e-neutral collisions are highest, since there is more air pressure
producing more neutrals, 2) that the ratio (D+E region)/total attenuation increases,
then may decrease with latitude, 3) that the area of D+E region attenuation moves
up in altitude with lower latitudes, 4) that the TEC decreases with an increase in
latitude. Also addressed is the relation of attenuation vs. F10.7 flux. The highest
attenuation correlates with the highest F10.7 flux in 2001. The lowest attenuation
correlates with the lowest F10.7 flux in approximately 2009. The attenuation
monotonically decreases as the solar activity varies between the maximum and
minimum value. In the future we recommend that studies involving transionospheric
propagation of VLF radiation take into account the seasonal and solar cycle
dependent attenuation described in this work each of which can account for 10 dB or
more difference in attenuation for each factor.

O. Future Work
An area of evaluation would be to analyze more transmitters. In analyzing
DEMETER data, E fields were averages. Perhaps these fields should have been
RMS averages. Only a weak seasonality could be extracted out of the FWM that
Cohen used. AFRL purchased this model from Stanford. More of a seasonality
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might be extracted from this program. Can the bias in errors be explained? For
example 2 dB loss for transmission into the lower ionosphere assumed a vertical
incident angle, which is not always the case in the Crary model.
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IV. Appendix
A. Equations for power flow in a plasma based upon 𝑬𝒚 component
alone
First start with some basic relationships from Maxell’s equations. Then derive the polarization
ratios from the Stix matrix. Express the power in the wave as a function of three Cartesian 𝐸 and 𝐵
components. Reduce the expression using the polarization ratios to express the power as a function
of 𝐸𝑦 alone. We assume 4th quadrant where k and B are parallel as in Helliwell Fig 3-1.
From Maxwell’s equations:
⃗ ×𝐄
⃗ = 𝑤𝐵
⃗
𝑘

Jackson 7.12 1st Ed. Drop the c for mks

We assume that k lies only in the x, z plane so 𝑘𝑦 = 0 . The angle between k and 𝑘𝑧 = θ. See
diagram below:

𝑘𝑥

𝑘𝑧

θ

k

𝑘

tan 𝜃 = − 𝑘𝑥
𝑧

From Maxwell’s equations
⃗ × 𝐸⃗ = 𝜔𝐵
⃗.
𝑘
Then from the matrix
𝑖
𝑘𝑥
𝐸𝑥

𝑗
0
𝐸𝑦

𝑘
⃗.
𝑘𝑧 = 𝜔𝐵
𝐸𝑧

(1)
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One arrives at the following equations:
𝐵𝑥 =
𝐵𝑦 =
𝐵𝑧 =

−𝑘𝑧 𝐸𝑦

(2)

𝜔
𝑘𝑧 𝐸𝑥 −𝑘𝑥 𝐸𝑧

(3)

𝜔
𝑘𝑥 𝐸𝑦

(4)

𝜔

Our polarizations ratios come from the Stix matrix Chapter 1, Eq. 28:
𝑆 − 𝑛2 cos2 𝜃
𝑖𝐷
2
𝑛 𝑐 𝑠 𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃

−𝑖𝐷
𝑆 − 𝑛2
0

𝐸𝑥
𝑛2 cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃
𝐸
= 𝑦.
0
2
2
𝐸𝑧
𝑃 − 𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃

From line 2 of the Stix matrix:
𝑖𝐷𝐸𝑥 + (𝑆 − 𝑛2 )𝐸𝑦 = 0
𝜌2 =

𝑖𝐸𝑥

=

𝐸𝑦

𝑛2 −𝑆
𝐷

→ 𝐸𝑥 = −𝑖

𝑛2 −𝑆
𝐷

𝐸𝑦 .

(5)

From line 3 of the Stix matrix:
𝑛2 cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃 𝐸𝑥 = (𝑛2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 − 𝑃)𝐸𝑧 , substitute for 𝐸𝑥 , relation (5)
(−𝑖)𝑛2 cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃
𝜌1 ≡

𝑖𝐸𝑧

=

𝐸𝑦

𝑛2 − 𝑆
𝐸𝑦 = (𝑛2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃 − 𝑃)𝐸𝑧
𝐷

𝑛2 cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃(𝑛2 −𝑆)
(𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)𝐷

.

For the magnetic phase rations we use Maxwell’s equations to relate B to E:
𝐵

𝐵 𝐵

𝜌𝑚1 ≡ 𝐵𝑧 = 𝐵𝑧 𝐵𝑥 .
𝑦

𝑥

𝑦

Substitute using relations (4) and (2)

𝜌𝑚1

𝑘𝑥
𝐸𝑦 𝐵𝑥
= 𝜔
.
𝑘
− 𝜔𝑧 𝐸𝑦 𝐵𝑦

(6)
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Using relation (1)
𝐵

𝜌𝑚1 = tan 𝜃 𝐵𝑥 → 𝜌𝑚1 = tan 𝜃 𝜌𝑚2 .

(7)

𝑦

Using relations (2) and (3)
𝑘
− 𝜔𝑧 𝐸𝑦
𝐵𝑥
1
=
=
𝐸
𝑘 𝐸
𝐵𝑦 𝑘𝑧 𝐸 − 𝑘𝑥 𝐸
− 𝐸𝑥 + 𝑥 𝐸𝑧
𝜔 𝑥 𝜔 𝑧
𝑘𝑧 𝑦
𝑦
𝐵𝑦
𝐸𝑥 𝑘𝑥 𝐸𝑧
=− +
𝐵𝑥
𝐸𝑦 𝑘𝑧 𝐸𝑦
𝐵𝑦
𝐵𝑥

𝐸

𝐸

= − 𝐸𝑥 − tan 𝜃 𝐸𝑧
𝑦

𝑦

Use relations (5) and (6)
𝐵𝑦
𝐵𝑥
𝐵𝑦
𝐵𝑥
𝐵𝑦
𝐵𝑥
𝐵𝑦
𝐵𝑥
𝐵𝑦
𝐵𝑥
𝐵𝑥
𝐵𝑦

=−

=

𝑛2 −𝑆
𝑖𝐷

𝑖(𝑛2 −𝑆)
𝐷

− tan 𝜃
+𝑖

(𝑛2 −𝑆)𝑛2 cos 𝜃 sin 𝜃
𝑖𝐷(𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)

𝑛2 sin2 𝜃(𝑛2 −𝑆)
𝐷(𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)
1

𝑛2 sin2 𝜃

= 𝑖(𝑛2 − 𝑆) [𝐷 + 𝐷(𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)]
= 𝑖(𝑛2 − 𝑆)

𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃+𝑛2 sin2 𝜃
𝐷(𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)
2𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃

= 𝑖(𝑛2 − 𝑆) 𝐷(𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)
𝑖𝐷(𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)

= − (2𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)(𝑛2 −𝑆)

𝜌𝑚2 =

𝑖𝐵𝑥
𝐵𝑦

𝐷(𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)

= (2𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)(𝑛2 −𝑆)

Seek a relationship such that

(8)
1
𝜌𝑚2

= 𝜌2 𝑋
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(2𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)(𝑛2 −𝑆)
𝐷(𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)

𝑋=

=

(𝑛2 −𝑆)
𝐷

𝑋

(2𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)

(9)

(𝑛2 sin2 𝜃−𝑃)

Now from the most general equations for R elliptical waves:
Φ

𝐸⃗ = (𝑥̂ 𝑗𝐸𝑥 + 𝑦̂𝐸𝑦 + 𝑧̂ 𝐸𝑧 )𝑒

⏞
⃗ ∙𝑟 )
𝑗(𝑤𝑡−𝑘

Stanford

Dissertation 3.1
⃗ = (𝑥̂ 𝐵𝑥 − 𝑦̂ 𝑗𝐸𝑦 − 𝑧̂ 𝐸𝑧 )𝑒 𝑗(𝑤𝑡−𝑘⃗∙𝑟)
𝐵
We notice that E rotates clockwise while B rotates counter clockwise.
𝑅𝑒{𝐸} = −𝑥̂𝐸𝑥 sin Φ + 𝑦̂ 𝐸𝑦 cos Φ − 𝑧̂ 𝐸𝑧 sin Φ
𝑅𝑒{𝐵} = 𝑥̂𝐵𝑥 cos Φ + 𝑦̂ 𝐵𝑦 sin Φ − 𝑧̂ 𝐵𝑧 cos Φ

The Poynting vector is defined as
𝑆 = 𝑅𝑒{𝐸} × 𝑅𝑒{𝐻} =
𝑥̂(−𝐸𝑦 cos Φ𝐻𝑧 cos Φ +𝐸𝑧 sin Φ 𝐻𝑦 sin Φ) +
𝑦̂(−𝐸𝑧 sin Φ 𝐻𝑥 cos Φ −𝐸𝑧 sin Φ 𝐻𝑧 cos Φ) +
𝑧̂ (−𝐸𝑥 sin Φ 𝐻𝑦 sin Φ −𝐸𝑦 cos Φ 𝐻𝑥 cos Φ)

𝑆̂ = 〈𝑅𝑒{𝐸} × 𝑅𝑒{𝐻}〉
1
⃗⃗⃗
𝑆 = 2 [𝑥̂|𝐸𝑧 𝐻𝑦 − 𝐸𝑦 𝐻𝑧 | + 𝑧̂ |−𝐸𝑥 𝐻𝑦 − 𝐸𝑦 𝐻𝑥 |]
1

2

2

𝑆 = 2 [|𝐸𝑧 𝐻𝑦 − 𝐸𝑦 𝐻𝑧 | + |−𝐸𝑥 𝐻𝑦 − 𝐸𝑦 𝐻𝑥 | ]
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Transform 𝐻𝑧 into 𝐻𝑦 using the definition of 𝜌𝑚1 , and 𝜌𝑚2
2

1

𝑆 = 2 𝐻𝑦 [|𝐸𝑧 − 𝐸𝑦 𝜌𝑚1 | + |𝐸𝑥 + 𝐸𝑦

𝜌𝑚2 2
𝑖

| ]

Use relation (6)
1

2

𝜌

𝜌

𝑆 = 2 𝐻𝑦 𝐸𝑦 [| 𝑖1 − 𝜌𝑚1 | + | 𝑖2 +
1

𝜌

𝜌𝑚2 2
𝑖

𝑆 = 2 𝐻𝑦 𝐸𝑦 [(𝜌𝑚1 + 𝜌𝑚2 )2 + | 𝑖2 +

| ]

𝜌𝑚2 2
𝑖

| ]

Use relation (7)
1

2

𝜌

𝜌

2

𝑆 = 2 𝐻𝑦 𝐸𝑦 𝜌𝑚2 [|𝜌 1 − tan 𝜃| + |𝜌 2 + 1| ]
𝑚2

𝑚2

1

𝑆 = 2 𝐻𝑦 𝐸𝑦 𝜌𝑚2 [|𝜌1 𝜌2 𝑋 − tan 𝜃|2 + |𝜌22 𝑋 + 1|2 ]
Assume the plasma is un-magnetized so 𝜇 = 𝜇0
Use relation (2),
Obtain 𝐻𝑥 = −

𝑐𝑘
𝑛

= 𝜔, 𝐵 = 𝜇0 𝐻, 𝑘𝑧 = 𝑘 cos 𝜃

𝑛 cos 𝜃
𝜇0 𝑐

Substitute 𝐻𝑦 𝜌𝑚2 = 𝐻𝑥
1

𝑆=2𝜇 𝑐 𝑛 cos 𝜃 𝐸𝑦2 [(𝜌1 𝜌2 − tan 𝜃)2 + (𝜌22 𝑋 + 1)2 ]
0
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B. Program Iriatten the code.
C iri35
C in sub file irifun.for comment out line 3885 and line 100. In the line
below make HZ=(HEF+HEF1)/2. new line 3385
c jfs basically set by default as in run version of iri2011, not as states
in print standard table
c freq is real *8
c Linus code. If your run on an IBM machine the year has to be 2000 or
greater or it will error.
c Tried to find B field with one call to iri_sub by passing Bdown back
through igrf, got wrong ans.
c jf(33)=true introduces an instabily and will error off near equator,
also slows dwown the program.
C nrlmsis00_sub1, replaces calls to GTD7 in cira.for with all subroutines,
statement function and common blocks
C
renamed with a "1" after them. This alleviates problems with some NANs
at low altitude
c Test GTD7 with seven element array in AP using iriatten.for
c Compile : gfortran -o iri35 iriatten35.for irisub.for irifun.for
iritec.for iridreg.for igrf.for cira.for iriflip.for nrlmsise00_sub1.for O3
c All densities in mks
c mpts should be odd, with triplet pairs of evenly spaced points, i.e.
1,2,3..3,4,5
c unit 4: atten_lower, atten_upper, atten_tot, freq
C unit 7: more information than than you want to know, trigger iprint=1
C unit 8: collisions frequencies of Banks, Friedrick, Vulhalura, Kelly,
Helliwell
C unit 10: neutal species vs. height
C unit 12: ion densities plus te vs. height
C unit 13: attenuation at a given height
C unit 99: hx, ne,aneuden,te
C don't write to unit 11 if jf(12) is false
C corrected mistake on overlapping sums between lower and upper
C to change density of pts, change dist, mpts and the numer in the sum of
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER
&
&
&
&
Integer*4
Real
Real
&
&
&
Real*8
REAL*8
&
&
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

iHelliwell,mmdd,iprint,ickIGRF,
ickMSISE,icollision,icalls,nmono,iyearo,idaynro
,igino,mpts,nummax,numstp,
jm,nrdaym,ifirst_two_digits,last_two_digits,
iyyddd,idaynr,i,iday,k,m,imonth,iy
j
outf(20,1000),oar(100,1000)
UT,ut0,rzino,aneuden,
XLST,F107_daily,F107PD,F107_81,F107_365,
IAP_daily,F107,F107A,he,xo,xn2,bnorth,beast,
bdown,babs,xo2,h,xn,ar,summ,sum1,xnt,sum2,tec
wl(81),w0(81),dist(81),br(81)
den,alpha(81),c1,c2,c3,yl(81),omega,g(81),
colfreq(81),z(81),density(81),eeden(81),freq
,PI,me,qe,epsilo,u0,c,kb
e, etime, t(2),hx,hl,AP(7),dhour,xlat,xlong
eden,oden,nden
hden,heden,o2den,noden,xnueh
tn,ti,te,xni,xnueion,xnuetot
xnuen2,xnueo2,xnueo,xnuehe,xnueneu
pres,temp,pres1,xnuetot1,xnuetot2
d(9),sw(25),atten_lower,atten_upper
atten_tot
a,xnueion1,xnueneu_plus_ion,xnuetot3,w0d,brd,wld
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REAL
REAL
real*8
LOGICAL
CHARACTER*3
CHARACTER*4
CHARACTER*6
CHARACTER*8
CHARACTER*9
CHARACTER*10
CHARACTER*16

R,L,P,AA,B,Fsq,F,nsq,theta,nindex,S,DD,q1,q2
b0(81),wzero
con1,con2,con3,con4,con5,con6
jf(50)
sopt
MAP
dopt,pna(48)
bopt
topt
iopt
f1opt

COMMON/const2/icalls,nmono,iyearo,idaynro,rzino,igino,ut0
c
These distances corrrespond to convient grid lines in Helliwells
lower and upper atmosphere graphs
c
with 15 points for the lower and 17 points for the upper, for a
total of 31, 200 km common to both.
c
If you enter the fifth density point as 3.e11 with no scale factor
and do not set the collision rate
c
at k=15 to nu =7.e-10 N, you will recover the result 10.7 dB at 2
kHz for the lower, same as program atten20
c
See Fig 3-31 Helliwell
c
c
c
c
c

data (dist(i),i=1,31)/60.D0,70.D0,80.D0,90.D0,100.D0,110.D0,
120.D0,130.D0,140.D0,150.D0,160.D0,170.D0,180.D0,190.D0,200.D0
,250.D0,300.D0,350.D0,400.D0,500.D0,600.D0,
700.D0,800.D0,900.D0,1000.D0,1100.D0,1200.D0,1300.D0,1400.D0,
1450.D0,1500.D0/

&
&
&
&

C
You must have an odd number of points, 3 or greater for the first
division evenly spaced
C
Then an even number of points each addition layer
c
run 2km division 60 to 100 km, 10 km divisions 100 to 600 km and 100
km div 600 to 1500 km
do j=1,21
dist(j)=60.D0+2.d0*(j-1.D0)
enddo
do j=21,71
dist(j)=100.D0+10.D0*(j-21.D0)
enddo
do j=71,81
dist(j)=600.D0+90.D0*(j-71.D0)
enddo
c
These day densities correspond to the distance entered above and
will check with Helliwell
c
Below 200 km these day densities correspond to day density Fig 3-27
.
c
Above 200 km they correspond to Fig 3-28, scaled to f0f2=12.5 MHz
c
Helliwell has a discontinutiy in the electron density at 200 km.
c
The top of the lower curve, Fig 3-27, for day is 3*10^5. The bottom
of the upper curve Fig 3-28
c
again is 3*10^5, but says this distribution is to be scales for day
as (12.5/9)^2 since the e density
c
goes as the plasma frequency squared.
c
you can't use Icheck with this model 100 pts exceed 31 density pts
&
&
&
&
&

data (density(i),i=1,31)/10.D6,100.D6,1000.D6,8.D9,1.0D11,1.116D11
,1.246D11,1.390D11,1.552D11,1.732D11,1.933D11,2.157D11,2.408D11,
2.688D11,
3.0d11,1.35d12,1.93d12,1.81d12,1.70d12,
1.20d12,8.29d11,5.98d11,4.05d11,2.60d11,1.49d11,1.22d11,8.29d10,
5.59d10,3.95d10,3.47d10,3.09d10/
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c
These collision frequencies for the lower atmosphere atmosphere
correspond to Fig. 3-27
c
For the upper they are temporarly set to zero but in check mode set
to 7.e-10 N pg 64 Helliwell
data (colfreq(i),i=1,31) /6.1D7,1.17D7,2.5D6,5.2D5,1.D5,2.1D4,
& 8.D3,6.D3,4.8D3,3.4D3,2.D3,1.05D3,6.2D2,4.3D2,4.1D2,
& 0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,
& 0.D0,0.D0,0.D0,0.D0/
c
iHelliwell = 1 get e den from Helliwells graphs, and mag field from
dipole
c
ickMSISE=1 reproduced 16 test case in the MSISE driver, where AP is
7 elemnt array
c
if icollision=0 Banks formula total collisions equals sum of
neutrals collision + ions
c
if icollision=1 Friedrich and Torkar vf=6.41*10^5*pressure(Pa)
c
if icollision=2 Vuthalura vv=1.21*10^6*pressure(Pa)
c
if icollision=3 Friedrich below 120 km, Banks above 120 km as in Tao
paper 2010
c
if icollision=4 Vuthalura below 120 km, Banks above 120 km as in Tao
paper 2010
c
if icollision=5 attenuation based upon e-ion collision alone
c
if icollision=6 attenuation based upon e-neutral collisions alone
c
if icollision=7 attenuation based upon Kelley's The Earth's
Ionosphere
write(6,*)'enter lat,long,iyear,mmdd,hour,frequency'
read(5,*)xlat,xlong,iy,mmdd,dhour,freq
iHelliwell doesn not work in this 81 pt version
iHelliwell=0
ickMSISE=0
ickIGRF=0
icollision=0
iprint=1
c

print*,'fj(33)=.false.'
if(ickIGRF.eq.1)write(7,*)'ickIGRF=1'
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,*)'icollision=',icollision
if(icollision.ne.0)write(6,*)'icollision=',icollision
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,*)'frequency=',freq
mpts=81

C

stuff to the common block
icalls=0
nmono=-1
iyearo=-1
idaynro=-1
rzino=-1
igino=-1
ut0=-1
PI=4.0D0*atan(1.0D0)
me=9.11d-31
qe=1.6d-19
c=2.99792458d8
u0=4.0D0*PI*1.d-7
epsilo=1.0D0/u0/c**2
kb=1.38e-23
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c

6249
c

print*,PI,epsilo
omega=2.*PI*freq
nummax=1000
do 6249 i=1,100
oar(i,1)=-1.0
e = etime(t)

c
Options: t(rue) or f(alse), Standard:
t,t,t,t,f,f,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,t,f,t,t,t,t,t,f,f
do i=1,50
jf(i)=.true.
enddo
jf(2)=.true.
jf(3)=.true.
jf(4)=.true.
jf(5)=.false.
jf(6)=.true.
.true.***
jf(12)=.false.
out
jf(21)=.false.
jf(22)=.false.
jf(23)=.false.
jf(24)=.true.
jf(28)=.false.
jf(29)=.false.
jf(30)=.false.
jf(31)=.true.
jf(33)=.false.
jf(35)=.true.

! f=no temperatures
! f=no ion composition
! t=B0table f=other models
! t=CCIR f=URSI foF2 model
! t=DS95+DY85
f=RBV10+TTS03

***default was

! redirect warnings to unit 11 instead of std
! f=ion drift not computed
! ion densities in /m^3
! t=AEROS/ISIS f=TTS Te with PF10.7
! f=spread-F not computed
! t=old f=New Topside options
! t=corr f=NeQuick topside
! t=B0ABT f=Gulyaeva
! t=auroral boundary on
! t=E-storm model on

if(jf(24)) print*,'jf(24)=true'
map='URSI'
if(jf(5)) map='CCIR'
bopt='ABT-2009'
if(jf(4)) bopt='B0-Table'
iopt='DS95+TTS05'
if(jf(6)) iopt='DS78+DY85 '
dopt='IRI-95'
if(jf(24)) dopt='FPT-00'
sopt='off'
if(jf(26)) sopt='on '
topt='TTSA-2000'
if(jf(23)) topt='IRI-95'
if(jf(19)) then
f1opt='Scotto-97 no L'
if(.not.jf(20)) f1opt='Scotto-97 with L'
else
f1opt='IRI-95'
endif
C print std table to see what jfs are really doing
do i=1,30
print *,"jf(",i,")=",jf(i)
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end do
c input IRI parameters
c
jmag(=0/1,geog/geom),lati/deg,long/deg
c
this option doesn't work for subroutine bdown only takes geodetic
coordinates
jm = 0
if(iprint.eq.1.and.jm.eq.0)write(7,*)'geodetic coordiantes'
if(iprint.eq.1.and.jm.eq.1)write(7,*)'geomagnetic coodinates'
if(jm.eq.1)print*,'geomagnetic coordiantes'

c
c
950

if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,950) iy, mmdd, dhour,xlat,xlong
format('iy=',i4,1x,'mmdd=',i4,1x,'dhour=',e11.4,1x,'xlat=',e11.4,1
& x,'xlong=',e11.4)
ifirst_two_digits=mmdd/100
iday=mmdd-ifirst_two_digits*100
imonth=ifirst_two_digits
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,*)'iday=',iday
call MODA(0,iy,imonth,iday,idaynr,nrdaym)
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,900)imonth,idaynr
format('imonth=',i5,'idaynr=',i5)

900

800

ifirst_two_digits=iy/100
last_two_digits=iy-ifirst_two_digits*100
iyyddd=last_two_digits*1000+idaynr
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,800)iy,idaynr,ifirst_two_digits,
& last_two_digits,iyyddd
format('iy=',i4,1x,'idaynr=',i3,1x,'ifrist_two_digits=',i2,1x,
& 'last_two_digits=',i2,1x,'iyyddd=',i5)

c
C

UT is time at Grenwich
LT is a sun local time
UT=idaynr*3600*24+dhour*3600-xlong/15*3600

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

con1=idaynr*24*3600
con2=dhour*3600
con3=int(xlong/15)
con4=int(xlong/15+1),
con5=int(xlong/15+1)*3600
con6=con1+con2-con5
print*,xlong,con1,con2,con3,con4,con5,con6
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,1000)xlong,UT
format('long=',e12.6,',UT=',e11.6)

1000
C

Jonah says SLT is just LT so its equal to dhour
XLST=dhour
&

C

call APF_ONLY(iy,imonth,iday,F107_daily,F107PD,F107_81,
F107_365,IAP_daily)
IRI fun says F107PD is used in MSIS code
F107=F107PD
F107A=F107_81
CALL APFMSIS(IY,IMONTH,IDAY,DHOUR,AP)
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c
he declares IAPO=AP real in the argument to the call of APFMSIS in
irifun.for
c
c

sw(9)=0., or 1. AP is a singel elemet in call to tselec
sw(9)=-1., AP is a seven element array in call to tselec
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,*)iy,mmdd,dhour,xlat,xlong
do k=1,mpts,1
hx=dist(k)
i=1

&
&

call IRI_SUB(JF,jm,xlat,xlong,iy,mmdd,dhour,
hx,hl,1,outf,oar)
if(ickIGRF.eq.1)call IRI_SUB(JF,0,40.,100.,
1958,1215,12.,60.,hl,1,outf,oar)

c irisub says the electron and ion densities are in mks
c irisub says electron and ion densities are in mks
eden = outf(1,1)
oden = OUTF(5,1)
nden = OUTF(11,1)
hden = OUTF(6,1)
heden = OUTF(7,1)
o2den = OUTF(8,1)
noden = OUTF(9,1)
tn=outf(2,1)
ti=outf(3,1)
te=outf(4,1)
c

print*,den,oden,nden,hden,heden,o2den,noden
if(eden.LT.0)eden=0.
if(oden.LT.0)oden=0.
if(nden.LT.0)nden=0.
if(hden.LT.0)hden=0.
if(heden.LT.0)heden=0.
if(o2den.LT.0)o2den=0.
if(noden.LT.0)noden=0.

4000
c

1500
2000

write(12,4000)hx,eden,oden,nden,hden,heden,o2den,noden,te
format(9(e11.3,1x))
den=outf(1,1)
if outf( , ) is -1 can't compute
if(den.lt.0)den=0.
if(iHelliwell.eq.1)then
den=density(k)
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,1500) den
format('Density override equal to that of Helliwell=',e11.3)
else
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,2000)hx,eden
format(/,"height =",e11.4,", e density=",e13.6)
endif

if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,1400)hx,oden,nden,hden,heden,o
& 2den,noden
1400 format('ion densities: at height=',e12.4,1x,'oden=',e12.4,1x,'nden
& =',e12.4,1x,'hden=',e12.4,1x,'heden=',e12.4,1x,'o2den=',e12.4,1x,
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& 'noden=',e12.4)
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,500)tn,ti,te
format("tn=",e12.4,1x,"ti=",e12.4,1x,"te=",e12.4)

500

if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,1100)iy,imonth,iday
format('before call to MODA,iy=',i4,1x,'imonth=',I2,1x,'iday=',I3)

1100

c
For these values and sw(9)=-1, as set by TSELEC above, yield the
values in the 16th MSIS case in the driver
c
Results in driver appear only last set of top-block-data, with no
column header.
c
to check where AP is just one number, 4.0, comment out call
TSELECT and replace AP with 4.0 in the call to GTD71.
if(ickMSISE.eq.1)then
iyyddd=172
UT=29000
hx=400.
XLAT=60.
XLONG=-70.
XLST=16.
F107A=150.
F107=150.
do m=1,7
ap(m)=100.
enddo
endif

700

if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,700)iyyddd,UT,hx,xlat,xlong,xlst,f107a,
& f107,ap
format('iyyddd=',i5,1x,'UT=',e11.3,1x,'hx=',e11.3,1x,'xlat=',e11.3
& ,1x,'xlong=',e11.3,1x,'xlst=',e15.7,1x,'f107a=',e15.7,1x,'f107=',
& e15.7,/,'ap=',7e15.7)

c
GTD7 takes geodetic coordinates but the IRI has made them the same
PTG 3/17/2012
do m=1,25
sw(m)=1.
enddo
sw(9)=-1.
c

TSELECT set switch for sw(9) to read AP as seven element array.
call TSELEC1(sw)

C
&
c

year ignored in present version of GTD71 iyyddd
CALL GTD71(iyyddd,UT,hx,XLAT,XLONG,XLST,
F107A,F107,AP,48,D(I),T(I))
They say in cgs, convert to mks
he=d(1)*1.e6
xo=d(2)*1.e6
xn2=d(3)*1.e6
xo2=d(4)*1.e6
ar=d(5)*1.e6
h=d(7)*1.e6
xn=d(8)*1.e6
temp=t(2)

c

print*,k,hx,he,xo,xn2,xo2,ar,h,xn
write(10,4050)hx,he,xo,xn2,xo2,ar,h,xn
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4050

format(8(e11.3,1x))

4060

aneuden=he+xo+xn2+ar+h+xn
write(99,4060)hx,eden,aneuden,te
format(4(e11.3,1x))

600

if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,600)hx,he,xo,xn2,xo2,ar,h,xn
format('neutral densities: height=',e12.4,1x,'he=',e12.4,1x,'o=',e
& 12.4,1x,'n2=',e12.4,1x,'o2=',e12.4,1x,'ar=',e12.4,'h=',e12.4,1x,'
& n=',e12.4)

c
Now compute the total collision term, the sum of electron neutral
and electron ion
c
Electron neutral collision frequencies:
c
After Banks Collision frequencies and Energy Transfer, Planet Space
Sci 1966, Table 2.
c
His value of densities in cgs so reduce by e-6
xnuen2=2.33e-17*xn2*(1-1.21*1.e-4*te)*te
xnueo2=1.82e-16*xo2*(1+3.6e-2*sqrt(te))*sqrt(te)
xnueo=2.8e-16*xo*sqrt(te)
xnueh=4.5e-15*h*(1-1.35e-4*te)*sqrt(te)
xnuehe=4.6e-16*he*sqrt(te)
xnueneu=xnuen2+xnueo2+xnueo+xnueh+xnuehe
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,1200)hx,xnuen2,xnueo2,xnueo,xnueh,xnuehe,
&
xnueneu
1200 format('neutral collision freq: height=',e12.4,1x,'xnuen2=',e12.4,
& 1x,'xnueo2=',e12.4,1x,'xnueo=',e12.4,1x,'xnueh=',e12.4,1x,'xnuehe
& =',e12.4,1x,'xnueneu=',e12.4)
c
Electron ion terms:
c
Banks Eq 52,electronic charge in Gaussian units, density in cgs so
use mks denities and add e-6 out in front
xni=oden+nden+hden+heden+o2den+noden
xnueion=54.e-6*xni/te**(3/2.)
xnuetot=xnueneu+xnueion
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,1250)hx,xnueion,xnueneu,xnuetot
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
1250 format('hx=',e12.4,1x,'xnueion=',e12.4,1x,'xnueneu=',e12.4,1x,
& 'xnuetot=',e19.10)
write(9,1251)hx,xnueion,xnueneu,xnuetot
1251 format(4e11.3)
c
c
c
1600
c
c

another way to calculate collisions from Tao 1010
use PV=nkT and consider unit volume
xnt=he+xo+xn2+xo2+h+xn+ar
pres=xnt*kb*temp
check against simple formula for w folding
pres1=101325*exp(-hx/7.)
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,1600)pres,pres1
format('pres=',e11.3,1x,'by e folding, pres1=',e11.3)
Friedrich and Torkar formula
xnuetot1=6.41e5*pres
Vuthalura formula
xnuetot2=1.21e6*pres

C
This expression from Kelley
c
compute the mean molecular mass
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
a=(he*4.0026+xo*15.999+xn2*2*14.007+xo2*2*15.999+ar*39.948+h*1+xn*
& 14.007)/xnt
c
bring xnt,xni into cgs
xnt=xnt*1.e-6
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xni=xni*1.e-6
eden=eden*1.e-6
C
Eq 2.29a Kelley
xnueion1=2.6e-9*(xnt+xni)*a**(-1/2.)
if(eden.eq.0)xnueneu_plus_ion=5.4e-10*xnt*sqrt(te)
if(eden.ne.0)xnueneu_plus_ion=5.4e-10*xnt*sqrt(te)+(34+4.18*log(te
& **3/eden))*eden*te**(-3/2.)
xnt=xnt*1.e6
xni=xni*1.e6
eden=eden*1.e6
xnuetot3=xnueion1+xnueneu_plus_ion
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,*)'xnt=',xnt,'xni=',xni,'a=',a,'xnueion1='
& ,xnueion1,'te=',te,'eden=',eden,'xnueneu_plus_ion=',xnueneu_plus
& _ion
1700

write(7,1700)xnuetot,xnuetot1,xnuetot2,xnuetot3
format('xnuetot=',e12.4,1x,'xnuetot1=',e12.4,1x,'xnuetot2=',e12.4,
& 1x,'xnuetot3=',e12.4)
call feldg(xlat,xlong,hx,bnorth,beast,bdown,babs)
if(ickIGRF.eq.1)call feldg(40.,100.,60.,bnorth,beast,bdown,babs)
if(ickIGRF.eq.1)write(7,*)'check B field on 12/15/58, height=60
& km, bdown=',bdown,'from IGRF bdown=.45873 gauss'

br(k)=abs(bdown*1.e-4)
b0(k)=abs(babs*1.e-4)
theta=acos(abs(bdown)/babs)
C
theta is only used in the calculation of Yl, and the atten eq uses
only yl^2
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,*)'babs=',babs,'theta=',theta*180/PI
if(k.eq.1)then
print*,'fHcos(theta)=',qe*br(1)/me/2./PI
print*,'qe=',qe,',br(1)=',br(1),',me=',me,',PI=',PI
endif
If(iHelliwell.eq.1)then
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,*)'Magnetic field override dipole at
& 40 deg lat'
br(k)=1.e-7*7.94e22*2*cos(50*PI/180.)/((6371+hx
&
)*1.e3)**3
endif
wl(k)=qe*br(k)/me
wzero=qe*b0(k)/me
c
B comes in more or less antiparallel northern ehisphere so the arg
should be shifted by 180 deg but only abs of yl is ever used
yl(k)=wzero/omega*sin(theta)
w0(k)=sqrt(den*qe*qe/epsilo/me)
400
format(1x,i5,4e14.7)
c
this assumption good for the day Eq 3.53+1/2 if iHelliwell=1.
if(iHelliwell.eq.1)then
c
choose one below depending whether the 15th point belongs to the
lower or upper part of helliwell's atmosphere
c
if(k.eq.15.or.k.gt.15)colfreq(k)=7.e-10*den
if(hx.ge.200)colfreq(k)=7.e-10*den
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,*)'collision freq to that of Helliwell'
else
c
if you are trying to reproduce fig 9 of Tao use h=1500 where
collisions switch from pressure based to Banks
C
if you are trying to reproduce fig 5 of Tao use h=1200 as the
demarcation
if(icollision.eq.0)colfreq(k)=xnuetot
if(icollision.eq.1)colfreq(k)=xnuetot1
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if(icollision.eq.2)colfreq(k)=xnuetot2
if(icollision.eq.3)then
if(hx.gt.120)colfreq(k)=xnuetot
if(hx.lt.120.or.hx.eq.120)colfreq(k)=xnuetot1
endif
if(icollision.eq.4)then
if(hx.gt.120)colfreq(k)=xnuetot
if(hx.lt.120.or.hx.eq.120)colfreq(k)=xnuetot2
endif
if(icollision.eq.5)colfreq(k)=xnueion
if(icollision.eq.6)colfreq(k)=xnueneu
if(icollision.eq.7)colfreq(k)=xnuetot3
endif
c generate data file of different collision assumptions
write(8,*)hx,xnuetot,xnuetot1,xnuetot2,xnuetot3
3000 format(5e11.3)
c

calculate quantities as per Eq. 3.49 Helliwell
g(k)=w0(k)**dble(2)/(wl(k)**dble(2)+colfreq(k)**dble(2))
con1=w0(k)**dble(2)
con2=wl(k)**dble(2)
con3=colfreq(k)**dble(2)
con4=con2+con3
con5=con1/con4
if(k.eq.21) then
C
write(7,*)'k=',k,'W0**2=',con1,'wl(k)**2=',con2,'colf^2',
C
&
con3,'wl**2+colfreq**2=',con4,'g(k)=',con5
write(7,*)'you are here',k,con1,con2,con3,con4,con5
endif
z(k)=colfreq(k)/omega
c1=omega/sqrt(2.D0)/c
c2=sqrt((1+g(k)*abs(yl(k)))**dble(2)+(g(k)*z(k))**dble(2))
c3=1+g(k)*abs(yl(k))
alpha(k)=8.69D3*c1*sqrt(c2-c3)
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,3050)
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
3050
format('
k ','
br
','
wl
',
& '
b0
',' theta
',
& '
yl
','
w0
','
colfreq','
&
g
','
z
','
c1','
c2
&
','
c3
','
alpha')
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,100)k,br(k),wl(k),b0(k),theta*180/PI,
& yl(k),w0(k),colfreq(k),g(k),z(k),c1,c2,c3,alpha(k)
100
format(i2,1x,13(e17.10,1x))
eeden(k)=eden
continue
enddo
C
now sum by Simpson'r rule
c
sum for Eq. 3.49 Helliwell
c
sum is for 60 to 200 km,15 pts or 7 layers, when i=13 it sums
13,14,15 pts or 7th layer
c
sum1 is for pts 16 thru 31 16 additional layers
summ=0.0D0
sum1=0.0D0
sum2=0.
c
3.53 Helliwell 3.53, puts the demarcation of lower and upper
atmosphere at 200 km.
C
To divide the lower atmosphere its (200-60)/(density=2)=70 + 1, -2.
Add 1 for the extra top point,
C
then subtract -2 because to sums to j+2 in the eq below to get 29
C
We found that the point moves around so later we choose 180 km as in
attenvert4.pro
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C
C

that provides incremantal attenuation as a function of height
This would make the sum on j go to 27 km
do i=1,mpts-2,2
if(i.le.29)summ=summ+1.0D0/6.0D0*(alpha(i)+4.D0*alpha
& (i+1)+alpha(i+2))*(dist(i+2)-dist(i))
if(i.gt.29)sum1=sum1+1.0D0/6.0D0*(alpha(i)+4.D0*alpha
& (i+1)+alpha(i+2))*(dist(i+2)-dist(i))
sum2=sum2+1.0D0/6.0D0*(eeden(i)+4.D0*eeden
& (i+1)+eeden(i+2))*(dist(i+2)-dist(i))*1.e3
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,300)i,alpha(i),i+1,alpha(i+1),i+2,alpha(
& i+2),i,dist(i),i+2,dist(i+2),summ,sum1
C
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,6000)i,eeden(i),i+1,eeden(i+1),i+2,eeden(
C
& i+2),i,dist(i),i+2,dist(i+2),sum1
300
format('alpha(',i2,')=',e11.3,',alpha(',i2,')=',e11.3,',alpha(',i2
& ,')=',e11.3,',dist(',i2,')=',e11.3,',dist',i2,')=',e11.3,',sum='
& ,e11.3,'sum1=',e11.3)
6000 format('eeden(',i2,')=',e11.3,',eeden(',i2,')=',e11.3,',eeden(',i2
& ,')=',e11.3,',dist(',i2,')=',e11.3,',dist',i2,')=',e11.3,',sum1='
& ,e11.3)
enddo
atten_lower=summ
atten_upper=sum1
atten_tot=atten_lower+atten_upper
tec=sum2/1.e16
write(15,201)xlat,xlong,atten_tot
C
print*,'xlong=',xlong
201
format(3e11.3)
c
this is standard output to screen
write(6,200)atten_lower,atten_upper,atten_tot,freq
write(4,*)atten_lower,atten_upper,atten_tot,freq,F107
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,200) atten_lower,atten_upper,atten_tot,freq
if(iprint.eq.1)write(7,5000)tec
5000 format('tec=',e11.3)
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
200
format('atten_lower =',e14.6,1x,' atten_upper=',e14.6,1x,'atten_to
&t=',e14.6,' for frequency =',e14.6)
c

c

e = etime(t)
if(iHelliwell.eq.1)print *,'den+mag override, elapsed:',e,', user:
& ', t(1), ', sys:', t(2)

return(atten_tot)
write(6,*)'tec=',tec
write(12,6500)tec
6500 format(1pe10.2)
c
write(99,6500)tec
c
write incrimental attenuation as a function of height
do i=1,mpts
write(13,*)dist(i),alpha(i)
enddo
c calcualte real part index of refraction at 660 km using STIX parameters
hx=660
call IRI_SUB(JF,jm,xlat,xlong,iy,mmdd,dhour,
&
hx,hl,1,outf,oar)
den=outf(1,1)
w0d=sqrt(den*qe*qe/epsilo/me)
call feldg(xlat,xlong,hx,bnorth,beast,bdown,babs)
C This assumption only good if babs, bdown in a vertical plane
babs=babs*1.e-4
wld=qe*babs/me
R=1-w0d**2/(omega*(omega+wld))
L=1-w0d**2/(omega*(omega-wld))
S=.5*(R+L)
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DD=.5*(R-L)
P=1-w0d**2/omega**2
AA=S*sin(theta)**2+P*cos(theta)**2
B=R*L*sin(theta)**2+P*S*(1+cos(theta)**2)
Fsq=(R*L-P*S)**2*sin(theta)**4+4.*P**2*DD**2*cos(theta)**2
F=sqrt(Fsq)
nsq=(B-F)/2./AA
nindex=sqrt(nsq)f
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
write(7,*)'k=',k,'hx=',hx,'bdown=',bdown*1.e-4,'babs
& =',babs,'theta=',theta*180/PI,'den=',den,'w0d=',w0d,'wld=',wld
write(7,*)'R=',R,'L=',L,'S=',S,'D=',DD,'P=',P,'A=',AA,'B=',B,'F=',
& F,'nsq=',nsq,'nindex=',nindex
print*,'real index of refraction at height',hx,'=',nindex
stop
end

